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VICTORI,O RtrGII{.,{D.
* f it,lt** I jf *ie *iF****+.1..* **{r **i.ik*r. * * * **.* * rir* *.,i(,trti.**.# r*f * *.,i( r.

C iI P. XI.,.
An -Act for procrrriug Returrrs relative to the

tlighways aud'lurnpike Roatls ir linqlatul attd
Wtilcs. UTth;juc;trl lr";ig.]

HERIIAS it is cxpcdicnt that Informr,i_ion should be
ol)tarned rglpcetiry the Extcnt and State cf the Ilighrvoys
and 'l'urnpike Roads in .Engla nd, and Wulas, LILry ii thcre_

*:X1::: Your..r\Lf.sty thatir r'a;,lic "nn"iJ; ;;;i" il"n#.J;;.
tne (rluL.cn's most Exccllcnt lla.icsty, by and tyith the Advice aucl Cori
l:::,:I_-rl:_L*ds 

spilituol :rnd .i.cniporul, an.l C,i,;;.;i, this prcscnr
rartlamclrt asscntbled, and by thc r\uthority of thc sarue, That the .rustices roseveral Justices of the Peace within their 

"rcspectir.e 
Divisions and appoint o

Jurisdictions in Enstand and, Lyutts,nol on.[ tri"f are I:i;bJ;": ?;i::""?11,,,.quirc.d to oppoint o Titnc rntl Plrrcc.r f.irnes nnd Fii".*, ,r,,,"n I rnle survr,y,,r:,,f
or Timcs shall bc on or bcforc thc T*,cntieth O,,1: ,,f ,ft,.,r,,1,,,,. 6,1* ,ri" tiigt, 

"

thousand cight hundrcd antl thirty-nine, il1li" ,il,.rii",..'"r'ti,i i;i:;,i:,*;.Highrvays of'the scvertrl Prrrishes, oria o].o "ri tl" 
-""r"rri 

,l,orv'shius- ro trre r\r'-Placcs, ol l)ilisions, rvhich r.epair thcir own H-i*t,r"i."l'""i il',"il ;;.;';,";;;

*::l:'^..:l,hc llis.hrrays.,rf .rrry former-V;;;. ti;;;;.;;;,1; i:llj:!:;,"-celrver to them.respectiv€ly the lteturns to the several lfatter.s n"a ii"i" f .i.i,"
r ulngs In tnls Act contained, and strrted in thc Schcrlulc ( A.) t, this arrrl.ru grrc
Act a'nexed ; and rrvo or more of the said Jusriccs .rr,"ii 

-"ir,i-,r,"y 
i,l,'ilil,l,li",l"u.t" \11"!y reqr led to causc Notice to be given to such Sulr.cvors of such lieturDs

the Highways, or to the person or pers"ons, Trustec ". .f.'r,_i""r, :i"ili:",..?.5 E excrcrsmg quiriig rheir

ANNO SECUNDO & TERTIO



386 2" & B" VICTORI .&, Cap.40.
Lr:iXi"*" exercising thc Duties of thc Office of Surveyor of thc Highwnys, toM"-;i;;". make such Retums - respectivcly within theii respecfivc Jurisdictions,- andalso to the High Cirortnfl&, *I'l"t.." tl"r" are no Hieh Con-stables to such ot[er^proper offi;"., ,nh;l;* iir" [*"*r""?i,."-cepts from Justice-s ofihd peace rnithin *uch respective Jurisdictions,at least Six Davs.before the Day of such ll*ti"g ". M;;tid. ;;".;:tively, requiring trtcir ntt"iia-rc--e; ;i';ii",.g r.rr .Nlccri'gs f<.rr.thefurp,oscs of this Act.

Justices to II' And bc it further e-nactea, That any Two or more of the soid
ffi::""if' Justices of the peace.sh"ll ;;t;;;-;;''rt"y n." hcrc'y authorizederamine and requircd. at .such Meeting oi Meetineis so to be appoiuted as
,t,,T;ff,i: aforesaid, to'reccivc "Ji"r."if," n"i"-."t" bc madc by thc Sur_
i*.d ::-{-::: 9f.thg. Hiqlrways as aforesaid in 'iV.itiog 

,isn"J ;t ;t.;r;;;,the Eame' pursuant to the Directions <.rf_this Act, autl the. ai.,l tlr"ie atlministeito them respectiv.ely the Declaration, conioio"d iu this Act; ;;J;;Justices are' hereby- authorizetl, iarh"y ;;ii see Cause, to take theDcclaration of such. Surve-yors of tn" 
"Uigh;ryr, 

touching any of theMnttcr.s contai.crl in sucli tf"t"rrr, ,".-fi"iir."ty, un.l to call lbr thcoriginal Accounts of such Survcyors or tt" iiigl,;;y.", if ;ilt _h;il ;;fit, in order to explain ond veiify t'" 
-rujj-it"tr,.ns 

as shall then bemade ; and the said Justices .dff .igo "ri attest such Returns atthe Foot of the same, without f"", i"l* oo Inspection the samcshall appear ,to them_ to be compiet", und d"liul. .""h R";;;so signed anil attestcd to thc respcclii," ifigh Coustables or otherproper Ofrcers o, o&1e1nrd, in ordei. thot the 
"some 

,,roy U" t y it "_tronsnrittcd to thc Clcrks .f thc pcacc or T.wn Clcr.i, as h""."i; i;directed.

:":::*]:^y ^.J^Il._-tl 
b::, further enacted, Thar the saiil High Cousrables or

:;:1.i:-T:T. otner proper officers- within the respective Jurisdiciions as aforesaid
,f:iJ,,n::i 

q shall,.at 7he Mictuelnas euott""-SirJion, oi,rr" l,eace in the year
Colies of rhe Une thoussnd eight hundrcd and thirty_nine, (o. us soon th";;ft"."';;
?il;t":f u"- 

may be,) rcceivJfro,' thc s,,i,l cr"ri..'#'i"r* I,circc ,r'lbrvn Clcrks
ti'ei tr'eo, t l1t1*3,y^opi". of thc Sched,le (A.) to this Act annexcd, ""a rrrtrr-rDe Durvey- wrf,n delver or couse to be delivcrcd otrt One Copy ofsuch Schcdule
:f;liij. to One.of the_then Surveyors of tn" iiglr*oys of every parish.
Mc.etinss, rbwnstxp' or Place within thcir respecti'i Lir'its, as *J[ *i*iiand reciive Towns corDorote as without; an,r ."lien requircd t y tu" .".p"liive-
ifr:i?tr#:' Jusrices of ihepeacc *ur.'"."iJ *tt.'a i'"llia ]Icctinsori\Ieerinos.
rc. to rhe sD.' rnen and ther_e receive the several Rctums made by"the said Sirl$t"#.',nuifJ",ffi:'|;ll'glffer.u$:,+;nil::*"*:iffil"ruil

lylj:" Likrry, City,.or T&n Corporat" r,f,"r"i.'*" .;ili,ffi;:
I ownsnlp, or floce-thcrern mentioned is situatc, and dcliver or trans-mit rhe same. tosether wirh.a true _and perfecr'Lisr ;i;;;;y 

'prffi,

Township, and Flace, and also "i1f,"-i,i.=""rs ol. thc HiEhrvays towhorn suc' Schcdulc_shall have'ecn .clir.l.rctl _r;il;,"iJ; ;;;several Clerks of the peace and Town Cler.k s at the Epiv,iinj$::,:T:
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Sessions of the Peace to be holilen in the Year One thousand eieht
I]u{rqr.ed. a-ld forty, or some Adjournmcnt or Adjournments ther.Jol]
(which Adjournmcnt ond Adjouinmcnts the Justiies at such euartci.
Sessions are requirrcd to rnrrki to soure cou\.cnient Ihy withirr'lwr:uiy
Days aflcr the said Epiplmny Quarter Sessions in thJ year Onc thou-
sand eight hundred and forty, a.nd from Time to Time as often as
shall be necessory to_some other convenient Days within Ten Days
fi"om thc - prcccding Day of' Adjourmncrrt, in ril Cascs where suitr
ll.ctunls shall not be nradc at the said Epiphang etarter Sessions, anrl
:Ttil flll and corupletc llerurns shall bc 

-nredi,) 
upon pain of For-

lerturc lbr cvcry Dcfrrult and Neglcct in thc r\Iaitcri afoiesaid a Sum
not ercceding Ten Pounds nor lcis than Five pounds, trt the Discretion
of the Justice or Justices of tbe peace before whom Complaint thereof
sball be madc.

.'tg7

|z

IY' Anil be it further enocted, Thrrt trrc surve;'ors of thc Iligh- srrveyors or'
rvays in every such l'arish, lbrvuship, nnd Irlacc shull and th"v i'rr" rtrc lligtr-
hereby recluircd to uttcrrd thc Justiccjof thc Pcacc lt such l\lcctins u,. :1I: l:,
Meetings - which shall be so cppointed, and thcn a'd ther.e a"riu"r illi aliiil.'
to the said- Justices, in Writing- signed by them, a just oud. gro" tlrc Ac-
Account as herein directeil (accoiding to their Kuowledge of thc .a."") ilil,,"","_of thc estimatcd Extcnt of public Hlglnvays or llo:rds Liscd fbr Wh""i ii;i;i.''-
latnagel-.gomputing the aggrcgate Lcngth of such Highways in
tjtotutc Milcs of Scventeen hundred and sixty Yards to a Mile,
distingui*ing Streets or Roads pavecl or repaiied under. any Locai
Act and. Turnpikes, ifany, within- their respective Districts, Forishes,
Tow-nships, or- Places, and also Accountq as nearly as the same
can be oscertained, of all and every the Sum or Srinrs raisetl aud
expended by thcm for or on a"co,rot of the Highwoys rvithin their
respective Districts, Parishes, Tomships, or pla-ces for the sevcr.al
Years eniling in March One thousanh 

- 
eight hundred antl thirty-

seven,-One- thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, ancl Onc thousarid
eight hundred and thir.ty-nine, a,nd also t[e Amount in the pound
at which^ the Highrvay Rate was assessed, occording to thc dift'crcnt
Heads of Disburscmcnts describcd in the eoestions oithe Schedule (A.)
to -tbis A^ct annexed, and shall respectively fill up the Blanks
aud other Spaccs in such Schedule, and the sever.rrl l\Iittcrs required
to be therein returned, according to the Truth of the Case; and shall
also at the same Time producJto the said Justices, if required, tbe
Accounts of.all Money ieceived and expended on the Highways, for
their Inspection- and Examination; and that cvcry Surve-yor of-the
{tS.}yys making default in auy of the Matteis hereb} rctluire<l
shall for every such Neglcct or Defirult forfeit a Sum noi e*cc dirro
Ten Pounds nor less ihau ltive pounds, at the Discr.etion of thE
Justice or Justices before whorn Complaint thereof shall be made;
and in order to enable the said Surveyois of the Highways to make
Answers and Returns as af<rresaid lhey are hercbf outLorized and
empowered to call for, inspect, and take Copies of thi Accounts of the
Surveyors of the Highways for each of the ycars ending in March

One
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One thousand eiqht hundred and thirty-seven, Onc thousand eight
ll1o._d 

and thirt!-eigh-t, and one th;;;;;td;;uidrea aud thirty-Irlrlc, or so much thercof as slull be rrcccssaryin rnhosc Flands socver
l\lllflt happcn to ln.; and cvcry pcrson.i. i"r*on.-i,,.rvhosc Cus-
:::{::^I:]::l:very.such Account or Accounts shal be shail and theyurc nereby required to produce and deliver such r.espective Account"sto tlrc .*aid Survcyors 

'of 
ttrc ̂ ttign,r*)"':{r,iil'ifli.."" ulbrcsaid,upon thc Pain of forfeiting fo1iu""!- D"f*;i; i"'i{eglect in thePremises a Sum uot exceedilg teo poirnar-noi i".i'tnoo i.iu" foorrar,at the Discretion of the Justi-ce or Justices b"{il;;tr" Co,uplainithereof shall be made.

V. Anil bc it further elactcd, l'hat thc scveral anrl rcspective
Clerlis to the Trustecs or Comurissioner. oi-"uoy .fornpike 

lload. inEnglund ar^d, Wales shall, l,itliu Sixty Days "h".-ll'" pr.ri"; ;?this Act, transmit to One of FIer Maje"sty,s 
"principnl 

Secretaries ofStatc for the f ime being a licturn,in 1iritin.q "oituloirrg A";";;
to tho Qucstions iu thc- For.u irr S"fr"auf" in. j- aincxcd to this
Act, upon _thc Pain of forfoiting ibr cvcry Ucn,irlt ir- Ncglcct l Sumnot 

.exceediug Ten pounds- nor lcrs thriu lrivc pountlsiat the Dis-
:i::1.1.- lf 11" Justice or Justices beforc rvhoiu Co_ptoirrt tnereof
snall oe made.

VI. And be it furthcr enacted, That if any Suneyor of the High_
woyq, 9r Clcrk to Trustccs _or Conrmissioricrs of trrrnpikc Roti'ils,
flluirla 

to rnake any,sych lletur.n or llctuns as aforcsaid, shali
conceal any .lvla.ttcr or .l[rrttcrs dir.cctcrl. to bc inquir.crl into Ly thesaid,Schedulcs, or cithcr of theur, or shall .knorvi'gty or. lril{irlly;;k;
a lirlse or imperfect_Rcturn, every such Survcyoi Lr Clcr.L shrll for
evcry such Oficnce forfr:it thc Sunr of lrilty lroLrds, to bc recovcrcrl
by Action of Debt, Bill, Plaint, or Inforrration in any oi ller Maiestvb
Courts of llecortJ,at Wcshninster. in case the Ofl.eice ,lr"ll-be- ";il:
mitted in. tr,g lantl, ir thc Counties palatine of Lananter, Chester,
and Durham in case the Ollbncc shall bc cornmittctl in those
Counties, or either of them rcspectively, or in thc drl",,t S"rniorr. ofthe Plincipality of Wulas in caic thc O-ffcncc shall bc comnittcd inWnles.

VII. And be it furthcr. cnactcrl, That thc sevcr.al F<irfeitures and
T:t"tll":llfl;:id 

by' this Act shult, urrless otircrl,ise dircctcrl by thisAcr, rt not rmmcdiatclv nrid, bc lcvied by Distrcss aud Sale Jf theOffender's Goods and 
'Cl"tt"f., 

ty- ol.t",J .i l'fi."."r, untler theHT{*d Seal of an-y Justice_of . thi peacc having .Iurisaictiou ,uh"resuch ofl'ender shall drvcll, rcndc.iug to the sritl oiTt'ntlq' ttr" Or",pi.,,
{]!a?I)l_".!"r tF thi'A". of such disrress "oa s"r" .ir"iire dcducted ;and rn cosc suticicnt l)istress shall.not be found, then it shall be
latvful for such Justice to commit such Offender to 

-the 
Common

Gaol or Housc of Correctiou, thcrc to remain withoui Ilail or Mainprize for a Term uot exceeding Three ealenda, *""d, 
;i:1":;

l lr.:covcry
 nd Appli.
cation of
Peaaltier.
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without haril Labour, unless the said Forfeitures anil Charges shall
be sooner paid i ancl the saiil Forfeitures, when recoveretl, shall
bc ptitl unil-npplicd to the Trcnsurer of the Courtv, Riding, Division,
Precinct, Solie, Fronchise, Liberty, City, and 'lbwn Oorporate in
which the Offender shall dwell, i:r aiil of the County or other Rates ;
anil any Penon shall be ileemed a comPetent JVitnes.s for the Execu-
tion oflany of the Purposes of this Act notwithstanding his paying or
being liable to pay torvards such County Rates or other llates.

YIII. And be it furthcr enacted, 1'hat any Justice of thc Peace Justices to
aforesaid before rvhou my Rcturn slall be moile in pursuance of t!ti. Sflill'"t"i,.
Act by ony Surveyor of the Highways sholl and he is he-reby to Surveyors.
ernpou'ered and requireil to adminigter to such Surveyor of the
Highways the followiug Declarations ; aiilelicet,
' \,zOU do solemnly and sincerely declare, That thc lle ttrrn tttrdc by ro.os r'1
' t yoo contains, io the bcst of your Knowlerlge ond llelicf, a fuil uecrdrat'orr'
' ancl true Answer to the Questions contained in the Schedulc (A.) of
' the Act, intitulctl An Act for procwring Returns rehdi ue to the High-
' ways and Twrnpike Boads inE,ngland azd Wales ; aud you rnakc this
' solemu Declaration conscientiouslybelieving the scme to be true, and
' by virtue of the Provisions of an Act made antl parsscd iu thc lrifth
' ancl Sixth Yeors of the Reign of His late Majesty King Willimr the
' Fourth, intituleil An Act to repeal an Act o1f the pn'esent Session
' qf Parlium,ent, intituled, ' 'Ln Act Jbr tlt's lnovs ej'cctuul Abolition o7
' ' OatJts and Afirmationa tdken and madc in oariow Departmmts of
' ' the State, anil, to substitute Declarations i,n lieu thereofi and for thc
' ' nxore mtire Swppressi.on o;f uoluntarg and entra-judicial Oaths anil
' ' Afirmations i anil to make other Proaisions for the Abolition of
' unneaessary Oaths.'
, 

YOU do solcmnly and sinccrely ileclare, That you will true
' - Answer make to all such Questions as shall be demanded of
' you touching thesc your Returns rclotive to the Highrvays of the
' Parish far Tolvnship] of as far as the same is within
t your Knorvledge.'

IX, And be it further enacteil, That in cese any Person or pg1s61s M.rkjug f.rlse
shall willblly anil comrptly make a false Declaration touching any of 3ff13j::i*
the Matters contained in this Act, every such Person or Persons ."oo*.
ofendiug shall be deemed guilty of o Misdcrncanor.

X. And be it further enactcd, That a sufficient Number of printed Copy -of Act
Copies of this Act, and.also of the- Schedulc (A.) hereunto ari3erqd, e],d"'iij]".;
shall, as soon as conveniently may be after the passing of this Act, be uu trin"j'
transmitted by Her Majesty's Printer to the Clerks of the Peace of mitted.by
the several "nd re.peciive Counties, Ridings, Divisions, Precincts, $:,:,::j,"
Sokes, Franchises, and Liberties in England and Wules ; alrd that Cterks of the
the said several Clerks of the Peace shall and they are hereby required, P"u"".
at the Michaelmas Quarter Sessions One thousaid eight hundred anj

I

5 F thirty-uine
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thirtv.nine.tocs'usethesaiclActstobei l istr ibutecla,mongalland
;;ith"il;;J"ttG of the Peace within their respective Limits'

"l[irr"'" "imEi""l llt-l"r of the Schetlule (A') to this Act annexed

;;b" J"lil;d to tl" rrign Constables or other proper officers who

i""" tl" n-.*tion of PrJcepts from such Justices of the Peace within

;il ;;;i;; li-it. ; ond which saiil Clerks of the Peace shall olso

;;" ;"."1i;"t-N"^rr". of such Copics of-this Act !'nd Schedule

;;;;";1" ; be deliuered to the Town clerks or- other prope-r

?;if;;';i.;t ciw, n *"gt', Town corporate'- or Place in which

ffi;;;"3"..1"i.-odi.l" P"ic" ate usuelly holden'- situate in the

d;;;. nilil; Division for which the-said Clerks of the Peace

;h"iffi;;;t" act' to be by the saicl Torm Clerks reslectively dis'

tributed in like Manner among the acting Justtces ot tLro l'cocc rlr

"t"." *"n Cirv, Borough, Toiwn Corporate, or Plocc' and unro:rg .the
"t""lt"Om""* "J1" ttuu! ti" Bxecutioi of P-reccpts fr<r-nr. such Justiccs
tLt"ch-Cit"' 

n"tough, Town Corporote, or Placc ; -antl the said Clerks

;f ;;P;;^n.lto- Clcrks'respectivcly shLrll dso rcceivc thc

ilil;t ; b" maile pursuant to tlie Directions herein given'. and

li"".*it the same, wiih a List thereof (and also another List there-

ilh ;i Pari.hes or Placcs not htving made due Rcturns), to -Onc
.i-fl"t ftf"i".ty's Principol Sccretariei of Statc vithin Thirty Days

ih"iin tJ.p.".,tive Epiph-any Quartel Sessions,, in 
,ordcr 

that an

Abstract of the sa.me may be made snd preseltld to oot'h Houses of

i;"iri"-"*' upon pain o:f fotf"itiog fo1 every Neglect, anil Default a-Sum-il 
"t"6"ai"b 'fen Pounds iror lcss ihu Tivc Pounds, ot thc

bi..r.tio" of the J-ustice or Justices before whom complaint tbereof

shall be made.

SCHE-
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SCHEDTJLE (A.)

39t

I t

QUESTIONS to which, by Directions of nn Act passed in the'fhird Ycar of thc Rcign of IIcr lVl:rjcsty euicen Victoria,
intitulcd', $ A"j for_-procuring ltcturns rciatirlc to thc High-
ways anil Turnpike Roads in Eugland and Wales,,' writlen
Answers ere to be returned by the Surveyor of the Highways of
every Parish, Township, or District in England and falesl for
which Purpose the said Surveyor of thc Highweys is to attend
the Justices ofthe Pcace within thcir. r.c.pectivc Jurisdictions,
on pain of incurring the Pcnlltics irnposcd- by thc said Act tbi
every wilful Default or Neglect.

First : W'hot is thc cstirnatcd Extcnt of public Ilighwrys or Ronrls
used for 

'Wheel 
Carriages- within your farish or Districl, computing

the aggregete Length of such Highways in Statute Miles o? One
thousand seven hundred and sixty Yards to a Mile, distinguishing
Streets or {gad1 repaired _undcr ony Local Act and furnlit<es 1ifany) ftom all other such Ifighways or Roads ?

Seconrl: Whot was the Amount of Rates levied for the Repair of the
Highways iu each of the Years ending in March tgSZ, f gSS, onil
r8g9?

Third; Wlat rvas the Amount expended in Repairs of the Highways
in each of those Years respcctively ?

Fourth : What was the Amount of Money expendeil in Law and other
Erpences relative to the Highways, exclusil-c of Repairs occasioned
by Presentments or Inilictments, in those Years respectively ?

Filih : What wes the total Amount of Money erpendecl in those
Yea,rs respectively ?

In answer to this Question you are to take care that thc Amount
be the Total of the Tbo Columns markeil 3 and 4, or to ex-
plain on the Scheclule why it docs not agree therewith.

Sixth : What was the Amount in the Pounil at which the Highwoy
Rate wes assesseil in each of the Years ending in March l BBi,
1838, ancl 1839?

Seventh: Are there any Matters rvhich you think it necessary to re-
qark in explanation o{ your Answers to any of the preceding
Questions ?
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2'& 3" VICTORI.B, Cap.40.

SCFTDDULD (8.)

QUDSTIONS to rvhich, by Dircction of an .t\ct prrssctl in tlrc 'Ihiltl

Ycar of tLc llcigu oI'Ilcr lVlujcsty Qucr:n Victoria, iutitrLltd " Au
r\ct for proculiug ltctru'ns lclutivo to thc llighrvrys and furlpike
llorrds iu lingland and Wules," rvLittcrr r\nsrvcrs arc to be transmittecl
by the Clelk to the 'l'rustees or Comruissioncrs of e very furnpikc
lloail to One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State rvithin
Sixty Days after the passing of the said Act, on pairr of incur.rinc
thc Pcurltics iurposcd by thc stid Act for cvcly l ill-ul l)cfirult
or Nc.slcct,

lrirst : What is thc estimated llxtent of thc 'lurnoilie Iload rvithiu thc
Trust of 'lvhich you are Clcrk, computing the agglegrrtc Lcugth
of such Iload in Statutc Miles of One thousnnd se vcn huuth'crl lnrl
sixty Ym'rls to r Milc ?

Second: How mary Gatcs and Sidc Bu's rrc clcctcd ou such ltoud
ol thc Sidcs thclcof'!'

'l'hilrl : What arc thc Nulltbcr of Plrishcs ol lixtll-urrochitl Places.
lntl Naurcs ol'each, through which such Turnpikc lioad pnsscs, anrl
the Uxtent of Miles in each such Parish or Dxtla-prrochitl Plrrcc'l

Fourth: Whnt is thc prcscnt Contlition of such llord, rutrl is mi' i)ait
unilel Indictment for W'ant ofllepair ?

Iitih : Whether the whole of such ltoad is repailcd by thc 'flustcc-s,

or in part by any Parish; ond if so, horv ruuch i'

Sixth : To what Extcnt (if any), in your Opinion, havc thc Scculities
held by the Crcditors on Turnpike lload Bonds iu I'our 

'l'ntst

been affectcd by thc Introduction of Railroads ?

Seventh : To rvhat Extent, if any, in your Opinion, have such Sccurities
been affected by the Abolitiou of Statutc Lubour ?

Dighth: By what Statute (or Statutes) is your Tmst regulatcd, antl
at what Period will such Statute (or Statutes) expire ?-Strrte the
Year of the Reign in which each Statute was passed, and the
Chapter ?

Ninth : Vhat rvas the Total Amount of the Bondeil or l\Iortgage
Debt in your Trust on the 3lst Dcccmbcr 1838 ?

Tenth : At rvhat Period or Periods was the Money bolrorvcd ?

Eleventh : How much of the Bondecl or Ilfortgage Debt consists
of unpaid Interest convertecl into Principal; and rvhen and by

what Authority did such Couversion takc pl:rce '?

39;l

I
I
I
{
I
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:194 2" & 3" VICTORI 'f i ,  Cap.40.
Trvel{th : What was the Total Amount of fnterest paid to the

Holders of Bonds or Mortgagcs in each of the year.s 1gJ2, lg33,
1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, and I838 rcspcctivcly ?

'fhirteenth: At what Ilatc per Ccnt. was Interest due on such Secnri_
ties; and ot rvhlt Rntc p-er Ccut. was Intcrcst actunlly paid in cach
of those Ycars lespcctivcly ?

Irourteenth: Are there auy 1\Iatters rvhich you
remark in explanation of your Answere to
Questions ?

think it necessary to
any of the p,=""ding

a

I A. B. of iu the County of Clerk to tlic- Tnrstees [or Cornmissioners] of the Turnpikc Trust iu thc
County of do hereby certify, That the nbove Return con-
tains, to the best of my Knorvledgc and Bclicf, a full ancl tme
Answer to the above Questions.

, (Signcd) A.B.
3 the Day of tS

Loxootr: Printed by Geoncn E. Brne and ANonery Srorrrsrvoonn,
l'rinters to the Queen's most Excellent Majesty. lg8g.

o
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H I G H W A Y S .
5r/

4? ./

HIGHWAY RATES AND EXPENDITURE.

Tsn first attempt to obtain partieular information concerning Highways was made in
the I'ear 1816, in pursuance of the Act 6b Geo. III. c,47 i the 

"same"Act'which 
required

Poor-Rate Returni for the Years endinq at Easter or-Lady:day in the Years l8l3r-1814
and tSlo; but the double purpose of t['e Act did not tend toi[s speedy or-accurate exe-
cution, the Rcport of the Pbor-Law Committee of l8l?, (Appendii C.l ihewing enorrnous
errors in the statement then laid before that Committee; and the Abstract of the Returns
ofHighway Information did not appear till June 1818. The average of the Three Years
is ins;rtedbn the followrng page.

The next Statement of Highway Rates, in the Year 182? (as here inserted), is inferred'
from Returns obtained by an-ordei of the'I{ouse of Lords, ofihe 28th June lt,zt. Thgy ,
were not procured without great difficulty, and in April 1829, when ordered to be printed,
were known to be deficien"t to the exteif of Eaz Returns. 

- 
The amount of thdse was

estimated, by cornparing the annual value of all the Parishes and parts of Parishes which
made Return, with the annual value of the defaulting places, and increasing the Return
of the several Counties accordingly. The supplEnientary Estirnate thus, obtained
amounted to a'l'wenty-fourth part oFthe whole of'England. 

'The 
Order of the House of

Lords was not understood to eltend to Wales:-altho[gh by the Act of rzez (20 Geo. II.
c. 42, $ s) all Statutes extend to Wales, whether it is s$6cially included or not.

An Orderof The House of Commons was made on the 23d of July'1833, as follows :-
r' That the Surveyors of the Hishwavs in everv Parish. Townsliip or other Place in
" England and Wiles, do (so soJn afier Michaeimas next as the Surveyols' Accounts
'( shall have been settled for the preceding Year) prepare an Account of the Money
" received on account of the Hiqhwivs: disTineuishiirc.'lst, Monev Ievied bv Assess-
" ntent under any-Highrvay RatE or Itater , ed."iltoncv"(if anv) paid-over bv th6 Overseer
" ofthe Poor oul of t'he Piror Rates to the Survevot of thu llis:hhavs; 3d. il{oneypaid in
" Composition for labour due, but not perforrne"d, under the-Acts for the repair of the
" Highrvaysl andr 4th, I\{oney received by the Surue.yors of the Highways-from any
" othlr soirlces;"-gls6, " An-Account of Iifioney **p",idud in the Yeai endirrg Miehaei-
" mas 18ss; distinguishing, lst, Moneypaid for Labour on the tliehwayslincluding
" Tools, Material, cirriage-of Materials,'damages in Drocurinq the'-sam6,-and othei
" incidental Exp_enses ; - zi[r- IVIoney paid over to aiy Turnpike-road Trustees 1' ;td, Money
'd expended in Law-suits for attendauces before Magistrhtes I aud, 4th, all other lawful
"_Expendit11lp;"-ap1d tltese Returus to llichaeimis 1833, were nearly all received,
when a Select Committee appointed on the ?th of March tgg4, " To inquiie into County
'd Rates and.Highway Rates," took possession of these Highway Returhs, with intentioir
to cause an Abstract or Disest to be nreoared exneditiouslv under their own insnection:
-and lest such Abstract sf,ould be eipe'cted to a'ppear in Jeries with the otherJ on the
two next pages, it is necessary here to state, thal'the Returls fell into confusion, and
that no Abstract ever appeared.

The order for a Highway Return of the Yenr endins at Lady-day 1839 has been suc-
cessful in obtaining te,orii lteturns, one in seventeen] (mostl| small townships) being
tlre supposed deficiency: and this has been added to the actiral Returns of tlie'severa-l
Counties, to the extent of sI perCent., by a conputation founded on the Populution and
snnual value of thedefaulting-places, as compared to those which made Retuin.

- A cursory vtew of the Totals in these pages will go far to prove, that the Statute labour
duty, valuetl in 1812, 1813, and lt|14, at f,.5351000 per Annum, was scarcely of any value
whatever, orthat theRoadswere maintained in abett-er state at that timethan atpiesent;
an assunrption which will probably be contradicted by thc experience of those wiro have
had occaiion to travel in r.iheel-carriages durins the iast five-'and-twentv Years. But on
the other hand, it must not be forq-ot"ten that ?arish Roads are now leis rudely repaired
than heretofore ; and that during t|re increasing pressure of the Poor-Rate, untii the Poor
Larv rvas effectually refbrmed iri the Year raai, large Sums were expended in payment
for the not v-ery.effective labour of persons employ"ed in digging gra"el and iepLiring
roads I they hai'ing been thus thrown'on the Poor-Iiate expenlituierlhenenur not ivanhf,
for agriclltural laboun In the Year endiug Lady-day 1832, 521800 persons had bcen
employed on Road-Repair in this desultorv nranuer, at an expence of t.za+,800, paitl
fromthe Poor-Rate. [',See Poor-Rate Retrirns, zz Flbruary rairs.]

With regard to the Mileage extent of Roads, it is to be remarked, that in tlre Year
t839 the Question was asked strictly of Carriage-Itoads repairerl or lepairable by the
Surveyors of the Highways; thus excluding Turlpike ltoadi and.Puved Streets.
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AVERAGE OF HIGHWAY RBTURNS FOR THREE YEARS CNtIiNg OCIO\CT IBI2' TB13 & 1814'

Bedford
IlerLs
Eucha

Cambridge - -
CLestef
Comwall
Cumberlard

Dtrby
I)evon
Dorset
Durham

Egse:r -

Gloucester - -

Ilereford
Iferts
Huntingdoa

Kent -

Lancaster - -
Leisertar
Lincoln

Middleer - '-
lllonmouth - -

Norfolk
Northampton
Northumberland -
Nottr -

Orford

Rutlanil

Salop -
Somerret
Southamptou -

Stafforil - J
Sufolk
[iurrcy

COUNTIES.

Surer

Warrick
Weetmorland
W i l t r -  - ' . i ;
'\torcegtpr : -

York, E. Rirliog -
- N. Riding i
- w. Biding -

Totrl of Eogland

Aoglu.uy .-

Brecon - i

Cardigan r-

Carmarthen . -
Carnarvon - ' .

Denbigh

Flint -

Glamorgan - -

Merioneth - -
lllontgomery

Pembroke - . -

Railnor

IlIilce.
163
233
2 l l

239
606
291
r 6 7

637
7 7 6
308
349

320

636

4b6
195
139

685

739
340
452

BO,t
265

373
354
458
3 1 2

303

6il

7rs
Er7
457

702
| 322

248' 668
| 481

.  t 9 4 ,
589

I 443

" 244
647
946

Erpenfiturc
ln

Erpenserr&c.
relative

to Hrghrap.

I'128 , : I
366 :  :1"
316

294

f.
136 ,  I
100
?65

324
202 .
t59 ..
400

664

697
l l
67

319

2,034
519

Irl95

846
318 ,l
860 . 'l
156 t
397 '�

3 E 3 . . . t

?66,,,,,1' s..,;,
2,M8'r4
21066'r,',t

501 . ,,. 1j.

468 '  ,3
399 '':d

1,170 '_'e I
207. .:fl
8 f l , - .

l JO , ,'  , r  J . '
450 *-i$j
260.- !

1,752

bt
Erpanot

.Jt
*'l

"4
Lxi

r ll:

5

l0('
301
' 8 1

It
s

l6t

n

Tmrr, of 1
England & Waler/

COUNTIES.

oH#:* I ."qy"-'rr"lt."F""f", lot'il"#;u 
t

- i."q"tt I st*tut" L"bou.
ot tlrghtays. 

I on Highwayr.

Total
llloney

received by
Surveyors

of
Highsays.

r.
9,9I4
8,002

16,325

7, i28
16,59r
2,788
6,858

10,931
4,233
tt,363

12,632

20,700

16,05{

8 ,147
6 ,108
3,581

4,155

I 7,370
I4 ,015
23,314

9,898
3,72t '

22,921
l6,106
23,082
13,006

7,663

2rO32

16,798
16,328
5 ,216

l3 955
2  I , { 88

5.582
6,628

14,626
85

I 1,985
I  I , 3 1 7

2l  ,057
I 6,762
87,r4S

f.
18,286
15,358
27,658

23,066
S3,55it
t5,673
13,202

20,624
44,658
I 7,708
22,625

61,460

44,009

20,712
14,065
7,921

43,724

7 4,218
30,605
7l,ori I

76,589
lo,77O

43,765
32,t03
3o,9lo
28,31 3

16.293

5,783

31,73r
60 , l 6 l
20,3{3

25,856
42,823
8l,396
25,580

32,653
2,552

27,398
23,846

41,340
35,866
99,978

f.
8,645
7,224

I 1,846

I  6,16E
16 ,7  8 l
12,8()5
6,262

9,647
40,o92

I,195
9,972

30,383

,27,49i
l2,s6o
7,869
4,309

3G,693

58,6t.3
I {i,789
47,056

95, l5 I
6,694

23,130
15,558
7,669

14,508

8,639

8,730

I 4,833
40,510
14,867

I I ,693
2 t , 215
24,80.1
19,056

r7,037
2,393

15,885
12,455

'20,b56

18,931
6l ,637

f.
2,651
2,651
3r485

4,452
4,384
$,1 75
2,231

4,O17
I5,922
3,866
4,206

12,98 {

13,700

2,397
6 ,3 t9
1,547

13,207

20,213
1,291
9,988

10,893
695

9,375
3,291
4,613
3,682

1,909

403

3,824
16,943
5,222

4,903
5,32r

13,207
12,444

8,640
1,222
6,640
3,070

6 ,112
4,796

16,878

27 I,8OO

3ll6

241

632
c77
198

1,052

619

I , 163

t24
3 4 0 '

72r
e8r

t,.
6,994
4,57 4
8,36 r

I  1 , 7  l 6
t2,a97
9,630
4,031

5,60O
24,17O
5,329
5,766

I 7,399

t3,797

9,963
2,550
2,762

23,466

38,400
I 2,{98
37,068

84,258
5,999

13,755
t2,267
3,056

10,826

6,730

3,327

I I,009
23,b67
9,645

6,790
15,891
I I ,597
q6l2

13,397
LrT l

lo,24b
9,385

t4,944
l4,l 35 .
44,759

IUilee.
667

I ,335
1,287

834
1,602
3,530
1,834

I,696
5,936
1,696
I , 318

2,813

2,403

I ,  t 95
1,336

357

8,554

2,977
1,401
3,933

666
:772

4,384
| ,547
2,322
1,330

l , lg3

24b

2,252
I,165
3,044

2,103
2,962
1,608
2,333

1,813
738

2,263
lr4o9
.1,944

2,331
4,O54

507,20O

r,672
2,109

I,046
5,306
I , 824

4,077

2,602

935

767
4'lO'l

2,492

1,3r3

86o,7oo

696

898

I,184
I,1 82

545

2,898

1,767

4823
s99
947

2,O25

447

360

657

552
2,20s

347

1,846

I,148

3,660

178
607

1,304

166

86,100,

17t 
j

727

687
I , 158

652

1,06I

413
'  1,174

i gss
; e6r
'  

l rolg
i 4lo

26

169

t4 l
356
l l 6

r78

139

292 |

208
856

r36
76

* Eight Englirh Milce are equnl to seven_.Geogrephicet Miler as mea,rured on thcMeridian,.anrl usually.markeil rt the sirle-edge of every IIap; n&i

the Area contained in en English Square lUile-ir rt a9-(? tf.*71-t" A+ <e t!ry l), 'nJiitit it * n"""ly T.Thl* to Four' that Four English Squn

Miree mey rafery be taketr to r#.i.lrifr** 
-s-qr*". 

cJ.rgr"pr,i*.f riiil"i'1"a by tl,is.easv frmess, the drrslish sqrrrre lllile becomsr eonvenicntu'

rure for.lc€rrriohg tbc conp-#Ji". e*""r"ri nationr in d;;ii.iri,i;J" ilir..i ". a"".ir'[-rr."pi*lt..til English ltiles to 7 GeogapLioltrtibtr
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sut\tMARY OF HIGHWAY RETURNS, 182? & 183e.

COUNTTES. i

AogI"*y

Brtcon -

Curligan
Carmuthe
Carnsvouo

Dcnbigh

Flint

Glamorgan

lllcrioneth
trIontgonrery - -

Pembrohe

Radmr -

Torlr, of 1
England & \Vales .';l

COUNTIES.

1827.

Amount
of

COUNTIES. t
l .  l ,  2 -

bpendituro I
on I Length of

Highways. I Road.

3.
Cost of

4.
Miscel-
laneoue

Per Receipts.

Ddford -
Drlr
Bodrr -

Crnbridge
(leeer -
Connrll
Ornberland - r

Dfiv -
Devon -
Dorret -
Drrham !

8ryt
'Glouc€ster

Heneford
I{erb
lluotingdon

Kent

Lrncaster
Ieiceeter
Lincoln -

lfiddl€cr
Uonmouth

Norfolk -
Northempton - -
Northunberlantl
Note

Orford -

Rudand -

Selo'p
Someret
Sudumpton - -

Steforil -
Sufrolh -
Suney -
Susser -

Wrrr'rck
Wstmorland - -
Wilts
I9orcester

York, E. Riding
- City and Ainsty
- N. Riding
- w. Riding

Torer of England

< < .
Reilford
Berks -
Bucks -.
Cambridgo
Cheeter
Cornwsll
Cumberlaod - -

Derby -
Devoa
Dorset -
Durham

Eeser -

Glouceoter

Hereford
Hertr -
Huntingiloa - -

Kent

Lancaet€r
Leicectcr
Lircoln '

Middles€r
Monmouth

Norfolk
Northmpton
Northumberland
Notts - '

Oxford

Rutland

S.lop -
Somerset
Southanrpton

Staf ford '
Suffolk
Surrey
Susset -
'Warrick

Wetmorland
Wiltg -
Woroerter

York, E. Ridins
-C i t y&A i ; t y  -
- N. Riding
_ w. RidiDg

Tour, of England

Angleeey

Brccon

Cardigan
Carmarthen - -
Cornarvoo

Denbigh

Flint

Glamorg:n

lllcrioneth t-

lllontgonrery

Penrbroke

Radnor

Tour, of I
England and Wdes /

€
8,045

I1 ,979
15,2O7

16 ,51 I
26,449
24,O86
r3,734

16,049
89,588
ro,767
| 7,363

29,444

31,755

13,367
14,o34
5,335

46,693

96,615
2{,315
?6,731

34,246
6,766

25,24O
21,441
16,067
27,703

12,984

4,128

l7,o3l
3il,680
16,096

l9, l08
24.849
3{,086
27,O87

2O,O03
3,O99

2lr23l
17,506

I
> 2.t,503
t

26,564
109,776

463
752
738

857
|,052
1,330
1,523

1,028
2,585
I,O06
|,097

1,533

I,258

863
6JO
372

I,557

1,766
806

2 ,61 I

282
496

2,O24
I ,O l6
1,87 l -

887

756

r49

l ;343
1,6,r5
1,626

I , r 8 {
1 ,615

759
1,466

897
762

1,367
723

l , I  l 9
86

2,055
2,576

95,4E3
145,389
I 46,529

I 431956
834,391
300,938
r69,681

337, I 70
494,478
159,252
253,910

9r 7,507
887,019

I  I  I , g l l
I 43,S41
63,t92

479,155
. 1,836,854
. 197,003
i  917,465

Ir358,330
98,130

390,054
179,836
222,9t2

. 225,327

152,156

19,385

222,938
404,2OO
314,980

4 lO ,5 r  2
296,317
486,334
272r34O

.886,61O
55,041

24O,156
2l1,365

168,89I
85,36!

I 90,756
076,350

l3r09l,o05

48,316

47,763

64,780
100,740
66,448

83,629

60,012

126,613

85,315
66,482

81,425

24,651

f,
I,099

12,694
17,567

20,850
27,729
29,679
I 1,869

t 8,627
87,356
t2,251
20,864

81,669

29,758

t3,138
I  1,862
6,226

48,364

79,870
23,816
.80,664

88,056
?,881

25,853
25,055
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Sponsorship, Landscape and Recreation Division
Room 1/01, Temple Quay House
2 The Square 
Temple Quay
Bristol
BS1 6EB

Telephone - 0117 372 8379
Fax - 0117 372 8587

Email: rights.ofway@defra.gsi.gov.uk
Website: www.defra.gov.uk

Sent by e-mail
       Date 28 November 2006

To all local authorities in England.

The List of Streets and unrecorded rights of way

The Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000, sections 53 to 56 2026 (cut-off 
date for extinguishment of unrecorded rights  of way) and the Highways Act 
1980, section 36(6) (the ‘list of streets’)
 
In the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 the Government fulfilled its 

commitment in Chapter 11 of the 2000 Rural White Paper, which 
announced that Government would: “set a deadline of 25 years for 
registering forgotten historic footpaths and bridleways on the local 
definitive maps of the rights of way network”. Section 53 of the 
Countryside and Rights of Way Act provides that on 1st January 2026 all 
historic rights of way that have not been recorded on the definitive map 
and statement will be extinguished. 

It has been brought to our attention that some local authorities believe that 
there is no need to record a public right of way on the definitive map and 
statement where that right of way is  also shown on the list required to be kept 
under section 36(6) of the Highways Act 1980, the so-called ‘list of streets’. 

However, the list of streets is a local highway authority’s  record of all 
highways that are maintainable at public expense; it is not a record of what 
legal rights exist over that highway. And there is no exemption, under sections 
53 or 54 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, from the 
extinguishment of unrecorded rights  over a way on the basis  that it is shown 
on the list of streets.

Consequently, any route that on 1 January 2026 is  shown on the list of streets 
but not on the definitive map will have any unrecorded rights extinguished, 
subject to the terms of the Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000.

mailto:rights.ofway@defra.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:rights.ofway@defra.gsi.gov.uk


Local authorities are therefore urged to ensure that any unrecorded footpath, 
bridleway and restricted byway rights are recorded on the definitive map and 
statement by the cut-off date of 2026, regardless of whether they are also 
shown on the list required to be kept under section 36(6) of the Highways  Act 
1980, the ‘list of streets’.

Yours faithfully

Dave Waterman
Head of Rights of Way Branch



Dave Waterman 

Reform Projects 
Landscape & Outdoor Recreation 
Zone 1/09, Temple Quay House 
2 The Square, Temple Quay 
Bristol BS1 6EB 
 
 
Tel:      0117 372 3570 
Email: Recreation.Access@defra.gsi.gov.uk 
Website: www.defra.gov.uk 
 

 
Duncan Green 
Chairman 
The Treadlightly Trust 
Ridgeway 
Dinedor 
Hereford 
HR2 6LQ 

 
11 June 2012  

 

 
Dear Duncan 
 
Thank you for your letter of 25 May about clarification of vehicular rights over UCRs 
shown on the list of streets, but not on the definitive map and statement. 
 
I can confirm that the Government’s advice on this matter has not changed since 
1998 and remains as set out in Susan Carter’s letter of 24 August and Martin 
Steer’s letter of 30 September 1998. However, I disagree with the way the 1998 
DETR letters have been interpreted in your letter. 
 
What Susan Carter’s letter says is that UCRs shown on the list of streets may 
provide evidence of vehicular rights. Martin Steer’s letter goes on to say that if a 
UCR is shown on the list of streets as an all purpose carriageway then that would 
seem to be a clear indication that vehicular right exist. Neither letter says that: 
“UCRs can be presumed to be vehicular unless evidence to the contrary exists”. 
 
As the 1998 letters point out, Defra cannot give an authoritative interpretation of the 
law, as only the courts can do that. But if  highway authorities are telling users that 
the vehicular rights on UCRs cannot be presumed to exist, then that is not out of 
kilter with Defra’s advice. 
 
We are prepared to accept that the vast majority of unsealed rural routes shown in 
the list of streets held by most highway authorities are likely to be shown to be 
carriageways on investigation.  However, even if we are right about that, such a 
likelihood cannot give rise to a presumption in any particular case, for that would 
impose an expectation of vehicular rights, and a special and unreasonable burden 
on those seeking to rebut the presumption, in any case where the route were not, in 
actual fact, a carriageway. 
 

mailto:Recreation.Access@defra.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.defra.gov.uk/


Both the 1998 letters state that  that the only way to resolve the question of what 
rights exist over a UCR is for the highway authority to determine them on a case-by-
case basis, taking into account all the relevant evidence and not just whether they 
are recorded on the list of streets. That remains our position. 
 
I agree that the fact that section 67(2)(b) of the NERC Act specifically excludes 
ways shown only on the list of streets from the extinguishment of vehicular rights 
does not change the Government’s advice, as set out in the 1998 letters. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
DAVE WATERMAN 
Landscape & Outdoor Recreation Reform Projects 
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1. Aim

To determine what, if any, legal rights of passage may, in the absence of 

evidence to the contrary, be presumed to subsist on Unclassified County 

Roads recorded on Local Highway Authorities’ Lists of Streets.

(N.B. The name ‘unclassified county road’ was made redundant by the Local 

Government Act, 1972, and roads which carried this title should now be referred to 

simply as ‘unclassified roads’.  This study will primarily focus on those routes which 

were categorized as county roads under the Local Government Act, 1929.) 

 -  -
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2. Purpose and Method
The research presented below was commissioned by the Trail Riders Fellowship.  It 

is intended to provide an objective evaluation of the legal status of Unclassified 

County Roads (UCR) by independent consultants of high standing within their 

profession.  The consultants were commissioned not as advocates of the motor 

vehicle user lobby but as independent professionals charged solely with addressing 

the aim above.

It is acknowledged that, notwithstanding the presumption of regularity, mistakes can 

and do occur in recording individual highways and therefore this research cannot set 

out to determine the absolute legal status of all UCRs.  However, it is intended to 

determine what, if any, prima facie rights can be presumed to subsist on highways 

recorded as UCR in the absence of specific evidence to the contrary.  The 

determination of presumed status will, in keeping with highway law, be made on ‘the 

balance of probabilities’, NOT, as in criminal law, ‘beyond reasonable doubt’.

Wherever possible this study has made use of original material, however, use has 

also been made of sources of collected material such as Pratt and McKenzie’s Law 

of Highways. Original material has primarily been found in public record offices, the 

National Archives and the House of Lords Record Office.  Additional material has 

been obtained from private collections.

The material found has been reviewed and interpreted by the consultants and the 

interpretation subject to critical scrutiny by the team.  Neither the TRF as client nor 

any other party has had opportunity to influence the consultants’ interpretation and 

conclusions.  

A wealth of further evidence is concealed in archives throughout England and Wales. 

Care has been taken to draw together all original material recorded during this study.  

This material has been digitally photographed and the images stored on the CD-

ROM version of this report ‘hyperlinked’ to the body of the text.   This material may 

only be used for non-commercial research or private study.  The use of any images 

for publication will require the permission of the copyright holder.  For further 

information please refer to the House of Lords Record Office and the National 

Archives Copyright Officer as appropriate.  

 -  -
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3. Executive Summary
The purpose of the study is to determine what, if any, legal rights of passage may be 

presumed to subsist on Unclassified County Roads.

It is noted that a significant problem is the change of meaning of words over time and 

that this process is still continuing.  It is important to look at words in the context of 

their times rather than by modern usage.

Research followed five general themes 

Definitions – How do the various Acts define key words?

The Local Government Act, 1929 introduced the term ‘county road’.  Glen 

interpreted a road as any highway.  However, Ministerial papers from the time 

show that county roads were intended to be vehicular highways. We argue 

that Glen’s construction was flawed and failed to take into account the context 

of the Act.

 

The confusion caused by lack of clarity in the legal definitions may have 

resulted in some bridleways and footpaths being incorrectly recorded as 

UCR: against this, Hobhouse noted that very few county councils had records 

of rights of way in 1946, so the number of occurrences of mis-recording as 

UCR may be correspondingly low.  Only county by county analysis can 

quantify this.

Other legislation predominantly supports the interpretation of ‘road’ as 

meaning a vehicular highway.

Boards, Ministries and Grants – What was the function of the Boards, 

Ministries etc. with relation to UCR?  What does this and their distributions of 

grants tell us about UCR?

The Ministry of Transport and the Road Board before it have based their grant 

schemes on the assumption of public vehicular rights existing on all classes 

of road, including unclassified county roads, regardless of the level of use or 

degree of construction and maintenance.

Relationship to the Definitive Map and Statement – What was to be 

included on the definitive map and, by implication, what was to be excluded?  

What was the relationship between RUPPs and UCRs?  What are RUPPs?

NPACA49 was drawn up with the intention of providing a definitive record of 

highways that the public had the right to use as either a footpath or bridleway.  

Unfortunately, and for reasons currently unknown, it attempted to also record 

 -  -
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vehicular highways that the public used mostly as footpaths or bridleways 

rather than with vehicles.  There was no intention to include vehicular 

highways that were used by the public mainly with vehicles. 

The legislation did not change the status of any route and only three types of 

highway continued to exist: footpaths, bridleways (with or without the right to 

drive animals) and carriageways.    RUPP was not a new type of highway; it 

was merely a descriptive term for how some carriageways were then used.

While the split between unclassified roads and rights of way should have 

been clear, there was some confusion in the practice of putting routes on the 

definitive map.  Only an authority by authority investigation can determine the 

extent of this confusion due to the variance in how the local authority chose to 

interpret governmental instructions.

Official interpretation of UCR – What can be drawn from the advice from 

Government departments and highway authorities?

For the authorities who responded to earlier consultation, the conclusion must 

be that most authorities believed their UCRs to be vehicular highways, adding 

weight to the presumption, on the balance of probabilities, that UCRs are 

vehicular highways.

Later Government advice through the Departments does not contradict this 

but has moved towards stressing that applications for changes to the 

definitive map involving UCRs need to be looked at individually on their 

merits.

Road Lists – How were roads recorded in the 20th century?

It is unlikely that footpaths and bridleways recorded on the definitive map and 

statement under NPACA49 would have been recorded onto lists of streets, as 

at the time the County Councils were under no statutory duty to compile lists 

of streets.  On some definitive maps there are instances of “dual status” 

routes – perhaps more properly called “dual-recorded routes”, routes that are 

shown as footpath or bridleway on the definitive map and are also recorded 

on the list of streets.  Further research into these instances might help to 

explain why dual recording happened, but this does seem to have been the 

exception rather than the rule.  The rule seems to have been that roads were 

recorded on the list of streets and the only non-vehicular highways recorded 

 -  -
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on the list of streets were urban or semi-urban footpaths – what might be 

termed estate paths.

Broadly, public footpaths, public bridleways and RUPPs were recorded on the 

definitive map and statement, roads other than the roads used mainly as 

public paths were not so recorded and roads that were publicly maintainable 

were recorded on lists of streets and on highway records kept by County 

Councils between 1930 and 1980.

Schedules drawn up under the Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935, 

and ‘Handover records’ can provide strong evidence of public vehicular rights 

on the roads that they list.

3.1 General Conclusions
♣ The words used in any Act need to be interpreted in the context of that Act 

unless the Act specifically refers to a definition contained in another Act.

♣ The terms ‘county road’ and ‘unclassified road’ are used consistently and 

unambiguously to refer to public vehicular highways.

♣ Prima facie UCRs were intended by statute to be public vehicular highways 

which were not classified roads or trunk roads.

♣ ‘Road’, as in ‘road used as a public path’, means a public vehicular highway.

♣ Confusion over what was to be recorded as a county road has led to some 

bridleways and footpaths being included by some local highway authorities.  

♣ Road Grants were intended only for public vehicular highways, potentially (but 

not usually in practice) including all unclassified roads.

♣ Some roads were mistakenly recorded as footpaths or bridleways.

♣ The large majority of highway authorities, whose views are known, believed 

their UCRs to be vehicular highways.

♣ Government Department advice is consistent with UCRs being vehicular 

highways, but increasingly recognises that this may not always be the case.

3.2 Summary of findings

Unclassified county roads are public vehicular highways.  While doubt may be 

attached to individual routes by some authorities, the balance of probability 

must be that routes recorded as UCRs are vehicular highways unless there is 

specific evidence to the contrary.

 -  -
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4. Introduction

4.1 Development of Highways

Highways legislation had a faltering start.  In 1285 Edward 1 ordered all parishes to 

keep ‘highwayes’ clear for 200 feet on either side to deter lurking highwaymen.  

Concern equally turned to the state of repair of the highways and the first toll for 

repairing roads was levied in 1346 on some of the roads leading out of London1.  

By the 16th century the state of the nation’s roads, and the dissolution of the 

monasteries which had previously had a major role in maintaining roads, forced 

Parliament to act.  In 1555 the first Highway Act was passed placing the burden of 

maintaining highways on the parishes and requiring every parishioner to do six days 

unpaid work on the roads each year.  This statute labour failed to improve matters.  

Increasing use of carts and carriages and the wear and tear they caused to the 

highways resulted in a series of Acts designed to restrict numbers of wheels and 

weights of vehicles.

The next major landmark came in 1663 with the first Turnpike Act, introducing a 

system which, while enthusiastically embraced by Parliament, was generally 

resented, often abused and ultimately failed.  

During the 19th century, the Government encouraged the development of railways 

while heavy tolls were imposed on steam powered road vehicles, further undermining 

the already precarious economic viability of the remaining turnpikes.

The great road makers, Macadam and Telford, had improved road construction 

techniques during the late 18th century, however, highway administration was far from 

effective.  The Highway Act 1835 abolished statute labour and gave powers for the 

appointment of parish surveyors and local rating.  The Highway Act 1862 tried to 

improve efficiency through the formation of highway districts comprising several 

parishes, each with a highway board to administer them.   Further Acts introduced 

state funding towards ‘main’ roads, and in 1888 the Local Government Act created 

county councils and gave them the responsibility for maintaining these ‘main’ roads.  

The Local Government Act of 1894 abolished the highway boards and transferred the 

duty of maintaining highways in rural areas, other than ‘main’ roads, to Rural District 

Councils.  Rees Jeffreys2 records that by 1894 there were 1855 authorities in 

 -  -
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England and Wales with responsibility for highways.  The Local Government Act 

1929 reduced this number by largely transferring the rural districts’ highway 

responsibilities to the county councils, although this process was often strongly 

contested by the rural districts.

An important distinction was made from the 19th century onwards between rural and 

urban areas and the responsibilities of their respective authorities.   In urban areas 

this was largely related to public health and the Victorian innovation of urban 

sewerage systems.  Sewerage was invariably installed under highways in built up 

areas reflecting the close links between highway and public health legislation in the 

many highway provisions found in the Public Health Acts of 1875 and 1925.  

In rural areas control of highways for public health was not such an issue and the 

main focus of concern was on the maintenance of important through routes.  There 

were two factors to this; firstly there was the issue of local liability for the repair of 

damage caused by non-local traffic, and, secondly, there was the increasing need to 

maintain through routes to higher than local standards, as required by the increased 

volumes, weights and speed of traffic that they carried, especially as the use of 

motors spread.

These different sets of concerns in the urban and rural environment resulted in the 

split of highway authority responsibilities embodied later in the Local Government 

Act, 1929 and the differing requirements on urban and rural authorities to maintain 

lists of streets.

Macadam, Telford and others exploded the myth of roads mending themselves and 

showed that there was an engineering solution.  However, their use of stone surfaces 

suited slow moving vehicles with iron tyres.  The iron tyres created a dust which 

helped to bind the road metalling together.  The advent of fast moving, rubber tyred 

traffic did not grind the surface but sucked out the particles, loosening the surface but 

also creating a tremendous dust problem.  Dust became the big challenge for 20th 

century surveyors.  Water spraying helped in the short term but was expensive to 

keep repeating.  Sea water lasted better.  However, tar and bitumen products 

provided the most long lasting, efficient and economical answer, both to binding the 

road surface (also preventing water penetration) and eradicating the clouds of dust.  

Coating with ‘blacktop’ added little to the load bearing capacity of a road but its 

suppression of dust, binding and water-proofing of the road crust made it the most 

important and most desired road improvement for the 20th century. 

 -  -
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4.2 Highway fundamentals

4.2.1 Once a highway always a highway

There is a long established maxim in highway law that says, “Once a highway, 

always a highway”.  As Mr. Justice Joyce said in Harvey v Truro Rural District Council 

(1903)3:

“Mere disuse of a highway cannot deprive the public of their rights.  Where 

there has once been a highway no length of time during which it may not 

have been used would preclude the public from resuming the exercise of the 

right to use it if and when they think proper.”

Public rights, once brought into existence, can only be extinguished by the use of a 

statutory provision.

4.2.2 Types of highway

There are only three types of public highway recognised in law; footpaths, bridleways 

(with or without the right to drive animals), and carriageways.   As Lord Diplock said 

in Suffolk County Council v Mason:

“At common law, highways are of three kinds according to the restriction of 

public rights of passage over them.  A full highway or cartway is one over 

which the public have a right of way (i) on foot, (ii) riding on, or accompanied 

by a beast of burden, and (iii) with vehicles or cattle.  A bridleway is a highway 

over which the rights of passage are cut down by the exclusion of the right of 

passage with vehicles and sometimes though not invariably the exclusion of 

the right of driftway, i.e. driving cattle. While a footpath is one over which the 

only public right of passage is on foot.”

Of these three, only footpaths and bridleways are public paths (See National Parks 

and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949, below). However a highway is described it 

must be one of these three types.  Whether unclassified or classified, county or 

otherwise, highways described as roads, byways, green lanes and roads used as 

public paths must all be footpaths, bridleways or carriageways.  

Perhaps the most contentious descriptive term used is ‘Road used as a public path’ 

or ‘RUPP’.  This term will be discussed more fully later but it is important to 

appreciate that the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 did not 

create a fourth type of highway when it introduced RUPPs.  There are still only 

carriageways and public paths (footpaths and bridleways).  A RUPP is simply a road, 

 -  -

3 See Riddall & Trevelyan, Rights of Way, a guide to law and practice, 3rd edition, P.26
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with public vehicular rights4, that is mainly used as a public path, that is, it is merely a 

descriptive term for a prima facie carriageway (since by definition it is not a public 

path) that reflects that carriageway’s normal traffic rather than the legal rights it 

carries.

4.3 Language drift

Our highway network is a dynamic system which has struggled to keep pace with 

social, economic, environmental and technological changes.  The words used to 

describe this system are also dynamic and we must keep in mind that the meaning 

we attach to commonplace words today may be very different to those of the past, no 

matter how obvious the meaning might appear.  For example, Edward 1’s demands 

in 1285 that all highways be kept clear for 200’ on each side presumably used the 

word more restrictively than the Highways Act 1835 which defined the word as:

“And the word ‘highways’ shall be understood to mean all roads, bridges (not 

being county bridges), carriageways, cartways, horseways, bridleways, 

footways, causeways, churchways, and pavements;” 

Equally, a ‘footway’ as used in the 1835 Act would now be referred to as a ‘footpath’ 

with the term ‘footway’ more likely to be used for a dedicated pedestrian route 

alongside a made up carriageway.   The Highways and Bridges Act 1891 defined 

‘highway’ as “… includes any public bridlepath or footway.”  Today we would use the 

terms bridleway and footpath.

Much of this study will be devoted to looking at the meaning of the word ‘road’.  

Before we get into the legal meanings, it is worth spending a little time looking at the 

history of this commonplace word.  A W Fry FCA of the British Driving Society 

researched the expressions ‘Road’ and ‘Way’ in a study published in July 1999.  In 

‘Road and Way’ Fry states that:

“Early Highway Acts do not attempt to define the terms they contain, and use 

different terms within the same Act with considerable freedom.  The 1835 

General Highways Act is the first that sets out a comprehensive definition of 

terms in its introduction.  Not surprisingly, the use of words changes 

considerably over the period under review …”

Fry says that ‘way’ was the universal term for a means of passage until the end of the 

16th century.  Thereafter, ‘road’ started to find its way into common parlance.

 -  -

4 Instructions from the Ministry of Town & Country Planning issued with Circular 81/50 
included that public footways and bridleways over private accommodation roads should be 
recorded only as footpaths or bridleways respectively.  
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Fry goes into considerable detail and provides much historical evidence to support 

his summary:

“From the above details it can be seen that the meaning of the words 

Highway and Road has changed significantly over time.  In the 17th Century 

through to about the middle of the 18th century road and highway were 

equivalents, both meaning general purpose ways for all manner of traffic.  

From the last quarter of the 18th century onward up to 1835, Highway clearly 

meant a general purpose route, distinguished from bridleway and footway.  

Road had not changed, and continued as an equivalent of Highway, either 

specifically or by implication.”

“From 1835 ‘highway’ could be applied to any type of way, including 

bridleways and footpaths, and therefore lost its special significance as a 

description of a vehicular route.  Road however was not redefined, and 

therefore as a result of its earlier definition in the 17th century when it was 

clearly applied to vehicular routes it continued to indicate that, and that 

meaning was implicit in the bodies formed to look after the interests of 

motorists and cyclists at the turn of the century.”

“However by the time of the 1929 Act “road” was defined as a “highway 

repairable by the inhabitants at large” and lost its unique distinction as a word 

defining a general purpose way.  This has effectively muddied the legal 

waters since, although in common parlance there is no doubt that ‘road’ still 

means a vehicular route to this day.”

This language drift continues today.  

 

 -  -
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4.4 General Strands of Evidence:

The investigation has followed five general strands of evidence under the themes of: 

Definitions – How do the various Acts define key words?

Boards, Ministries and Grants – What was the function of the 

Boards, Ministries etc. with relation to UCR?  What does this and their 

distributions of grants tell us about UCR?

Relationship to the Definitive Map and Statement – What was to be 

included on the definitive map and, by implication, what was to be 

excluded?  What was the relationship between RUPPs and UCRs?  

What are RUPPs?

Official interpretation of UCR – Reviewing the advice which has 

come from Government departments and from the highway authorities 

as to what UCRs are.

Road Lists – Looking at the recording of roads in the 20th century.

These themes are explored below.

 -  -
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6. Definitions 
The purpose of this review is to seek clarification of the term unclassified county road 

(UCR) from statute, to see if the term is specifically defined in statute, or if its 

component parts are defined to the extent that an inference may be drawn as to 

meaning.

6.1 Statutory Definitions

The table below draws together the various relevant definitions found in Acts from 

1835 onwards.  Definitions of the same word are grouped in chronological order of 

the Acts containing them.

 

No statutory definition of unclassified county road (UCR) has been found, and it is 

considered unlikely that one will be found.  Statutory definitions for a variety of terms 

have been located in the interpretation sections of a number of later statutes (see 

table), and whilst “classified road” and “county road” have precise definitions, UCR 

does not.

It should be noted that most Acts preface their definitions and interpretations in words 

which allow for limitations and context.  For example, in two of the key Acts:  the 

Local Government Act 1929 begins its definitions section (134) with, “In this Act 

unless the context otherwise requires –. “  The Highways Act 1835 begins:  “ In the 

construction of this Act – .“  The LGA 1929 accepts and accommodates the possibility 

of alternative definitions to those given dependent upon context and restricts its 

definitions to that particular Act.  The HA 1835 similarly limits the scope of its 

definitions to that Act, although context is not considered.

Table 1  Collated definitions from Acts

Term Act Definition

 -  -
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Road

Telegraph Act 1863, 
s.3

“The term “public road” means a public highway 
for carriages repaired at the public expense”

The Tramways Act 
1870

“The term “road” shall mean any carriageway 
being a public highway, and the carriageway of 
any bridge forming part of or leading to the 
same”

Roads 
Improvement Act 

1925

“includes any bridge, viaduct, subway, road, ferry 
and footway;”

Road Transport 
Lighting Act 1927

“means any public highway and any road to 
which the public has access”

Local Government 
Act 1929

“ a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large, 
and, save as in this Act otherwise expressly 
provided, includes any bridge so repairable 
carrying the road, and ‘improvement’ in relation 
to a road includes the fixing of a building line or 
improvement line under any enactment”

Road Traffic Act 
1930

“means any highway and any other road to which 
the public has access, and include bridges over 
which a road passes.”

Restriction of 
Ribbon 

Development Act 
1935 (S 24)

“ a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large 
and includes any part of such highway and any 
proposed road and any bridge over which such a 
highway passes or a proposed road is intended 
to pass”

The Trunk Roads 
Act 1936, s.13

“”Road” means a highway and includes any part 
of a highway and any proposed road and any 
bridge or tunnel over or through which a highway 
passes or a proposed road is intended to pass, 
and “trunk road” shall be construed accordingly”

National Parks and 
Access to the 

Countryside Act 
1949

S93 (8) “In this section the expression ‘road’ 
means a highway other than a public path (as 
defined in Part IV of this Act);”

Highways 
(Provision of Cattle-

Grids) Act 1950

“means any along which there exists a public 
right of passage with vehicles, whether 
exercisable over the whole or part only of the 
width of the way”

Agriculture 
(Improvement of 
Roads) Act 1955

“road includes any bridge viaduct or subway”

Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 

1967

“means any highway and any other road to which 
the public has access, and includes bridges over 
which a road passes”

Countryside Act 
1968

“ “Road” has the meaning given by section 104 of 
the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1967”

Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 

1984, s.142

“”road” means any length of highway or of any 
other road to which the public has access, and 
includes bridges over which a road passes”

Road Traffic Act 
1988

"road", in relation to England and Wales, means 
any highway and any other road to which the 
public has access, and includes bridges over 
which a road passes,

 -  -
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Classified 
Road

Local Government 
Act 1929 S 134

“ a road classified by the Minister under the 
Ministry of Transport Act 1919 in Class I or Class 
II or any class declared by him to be not inferior 
to those classes for the purposes of this Act”.

Restriction of 
Ribbon 

Development Act 
1935 S 24

“ a road classified by the Minister under the 
Ministry of Transport Act 1919 in Class I or Class 
II or any class declared by him to be not inferior 
to those classes for the purposes of this Act”.

Highways Act 1959 
S 295

“ a highway classified by the Minister under the 
Ministry of Transport Act 1919 in Class I or Class 
II or any class declared by him to be not inferior 
to those classes for the purposes of this Act”.

Unclassified 
Road

Agriculture 
(Improvement of 
Roads) Act 1955

“means a road which is a maintainable highway 
but is neither a trunk road nor a road classified 
under the Ministry of Transport Act, 1919”

County Road

Local Government 
Act 1929

“29.-(1) The council of every county shall be the 
highway authority as respects every road in the 
county which at the appointed day is a main road 
or which would, apart from this section, at any 
time thereafter have become a main road, and 
every such road and every other road as 
respects which a county council become by 
virtue of this Part of this Act the highway 
authority, shall be termed a county road, and all 
enactments relating to main roads shall as from 
the appointed day have effect as if for references 
therein to main roads there were substituted 
references to county roads.”

Highways Act 1959 
S 295

“ a highway which by virtue of section 21 of this 
Act or some other enactment is a county road”

Unadopted 
Road

Agriculture 
(Improvement of 
Roads) Act 1955

“means a road which (whether it is highway or 
not) is not a maintainable highway”

Proposed 
Road

Restriction of 
Ribbon 

Development Act 
1935 S 24

“land upon which in accordance with plans 
approved by the Minister a highway authority are 
for the time being constructing or intending to 
construct a highway or part of a highway shown 
in the plans which will be repairable by the 
inhabitants at large”

Road used as 
a Public path

National Parks and 
Access to the 

Countryside Act 
1949 S 27

“ means a highway other than a public path, used 
by the public mainly for the purposes for which 
footpaths or bridleways are so used.”

Countryside Act 
1968 Schedule 3 

Part III para 9

“In this paragraph ‘road used as a public path’ 
means – (a) a way which is shown as a road 
used as a public path in the last definitive map 
and statement, or (b) a way which is shown as 
‘bridleway’ or as a ‘footpath’ in the last definitive 
map and statement, and which in the opinion of 
the authority ought to have been there shown as 
a road used as a public path, or (c) where the 
special review is not a limited special review, a 
way which in the opinion of the authority would 
but for the provisions of this Part of the Schedule, 
have fallen to be shown, in the definitive map 
and statement resulting form the special review, 
as a road used as a public path.”

 -  -
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Crown Road
Countryside Act 

1968

“  “Crown Road” means a road, other than a 
highway, to which the public have access by 
permission granted by the appropriate Crown 
authority, or otherwise granted by or on behalf of 
the Crown”

Street

Public Health Act 
1875

“any highway and any public bridge (not being a 
county bridge) and any road, lane, footway, 
square, court, alley or passage, whether a 
thoroughfare or not” . (Where there has been a 
public footway prior to 1835 it is not a street 
under this section [Rishton v Haslingdon (Mayor 
etc, of), [1898] 1 Q B 294])

Private Street 
Works Act 1892

“means (unless the context otherwise requires) a 
street as defined by the Public Health Acts, and 
not being a highway repairable by the inhabitants 
at large”

Highway

Highways Act 1835

“And the word ‘highways’ shall be understood to 
mean all roads, bridges (not being county 
bridges), carriageways, cartways, horseways, 
bridleways, footways, causeways, churchways, 
and pavements;” 

Highways and 
Bridges Act 1891

"6. Words and expressions to which meanings 
are assigned by the Local Government Act,1888, 
have in this Act the same respective meanings, 
and in this Act the word 'highway' includes any 
public bridlepath or footway."

Maintainable 
Highway

Agriculture 
(Improvement of 
Roads) Act 1955

“as respects England and Wales, means a 
highway maintainable or repairable by the 
inhabitants at large, and as respects Scotland 
means a highway managed and maintained by 
the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation or by 
a county or town council”

Public Path

National Parks and 
Access to the 

Countryside Act 
1949 S 27

“means a highway being either a footpath or a 
bridleway.”

Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 

1981

“ means a highway being either a footpath or a 
bridleway.”

 -  -
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Bridleway

National Parks and 
Access to the 
Countryside Act 
1949 S 27

“means a highway over which the public have the 
following, but no other, rights of way, that is to 
say, a right of way on foot and a right of way on 
horseback or leading a horse, with or without a 
right to drive animals of any description along the 
highway.”

Highways Act 1959 
S 295

“ a highway over which the public have the 
following, but no other, rights of way, that is to 
say, a right of way on foot and a right of way on 
horseback or leading a horse, with or without a 
right to drive animals of any description along the 
highway”

Highways Act 1959 
“ “bridleway and footpath” have the meanings 
given by section 295(1) of the Highways Act 
1959”

Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 

1967

“ a way over which the public have the following, 
but no other, rights of way, that is to say, a right 
of way on foot and a right of way on horseback or 
leading a horse, with or without a right to drive 
animals of any description along the way”

Highways Act 1980 
S 328

“ a highway over which the public have the 
following, but no other, rights of way, that is to 
say, a right of way on foot and a right of way on 
horseback or leading a horse, with or without a 
right to drive animals of any description along the 
highway”

Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 

1981

“means a highway over which the public have the 
following, but no other, rights of way, that is to 
say a right of way on foot and a right of way on 
horseback or leading a horse, with or without a 
right to drive animals of any description along the 
highway.”

““horse” includes a pony, ass and mule and 
horseback shall be construed accordingly.”

Road Traffic Act 
1988

“ "bridleway" means a way over which the public 
have the following, but no other, rights of way: a 
right of way on foot and a right of way on 
horseback or leading a horse, with or without a 
right to drive animals of any description along the 
way”

 -  -
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Footpath

National Parks and 
Access to the 

Countryside Act 
1949 S 27

“means a highway over which the public have a 
right of way on foot only, other than such a 
highway by the side of a public road.”

Highways Act 1959 
S 295

“ a highway over which the public have a right of 
way on foot only, not being a footway”

Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 

1967

“means a way over which the public have a right 
of way on foot only”

Countryside Act 
1968 (S.49)

“ “bridleway and footpath” have the meanings 
given by section 295(1) of the Highways Act 
1959”

Highways Act 1980 
S 328

“ a highway over which the public have a right of 
way on foot only, not being a footway”

Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 

1981

“means a highway over which the public have a 
right of way on foot only, other than such a  
highway at the side of a public road.”

Road Traffic Act 
1988

"footpath", in relation to England and Wales, 
means a way over which the public have a right 
of way on foot only,

Footway

Highways Act 1959 
S 295

“ a way comprised in a highway which also 
comprises a carriageway, being  a way over 
which the public have a right of way on foot only”

Highways Act 1980 
S 328

 “ a way comprised in a highway which also 
comprises a carriageway, being  a way over 
which the public have a right of way on foot only”

Byway Open 
to All Traffic

Countryside Act 
1968 Schedule 3 

Part III para 9

“ (b) subject to paragraph (c) below, any entry in 
the map describing a way as a “byway open to all 
traffic” shall be conclusive evidence of the 
existence on the date of publication of a public 
right of way for vehicular and all other kinds of 
traffic, (c) section 32 (4) (c) of the Act of 1949 
(position and width, and limitations or conditions 
affecting the public right of way as shown in the 
statement) shall apply to any byway so shown as 
it applies to a footpath or bridleway ”

Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 

1981

“means a highway over which the public have a 
right of way for vehicular and all other kinds of 
traffic but which is used by the public mainly for 
the purpose for which footpaths and bridleways 
are so used.”

Right of way 

National Parks and 
Access to the 

Countryside Act 
1949 S 27

“ “right of way to which this Part of this Act 
applies“ means a right of way such that the land 
over which the right subsists is a public path.”

Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 

1981

“ “right of way to which this Part applies” means a 
right of way such that the land over which the 
right subsists is a public path or a byway open to 
all traffic”

6.1.1  Road

The word ‘road’ is of prime importance.  The earliest legal definitions found 

(Telegraph Act 1863 & The Tramways Act 1870) offer clarity; a road is a public 

 -  -
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carriageway.   These definitions are not contradicted in later Acts, however, their 

clarity is often obscured by unqualified use of the word ‘highway’, which includes 

footpaths and bridleways.   The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 

1949 (NPACA 49) defines road as being other than a public path and therefore a 

carriageway, although it should be noted that the definition is prefaced with ‘in this 

section’ (no other definition of ‘road’ is given in the Act).  Similarly, the Highways 

(Provision of Cattle-Grids) Act 1950 is clear about the rights to use vehicles on roads 

under its definition.  However, it is clear from the variation in definition that there is no 

absolute meaning to the word ‘road’ and its actual meaning, unless specified, needs 

to be determined from its context within a particular Act.

6.1.2  County road

A UCR is a “county road” that is not a “classified road”.   

The definition of “county road” stems from the Local Government Act 1929, where, 

whilst “county road” is specified, its definition is circular, relying on a definition of 

“road”, and “road” is not specifically defined as being any particular type of highway. 

Glen’s Local Government Act 1929 states:

"The Act [Local Government Act 1929]  (s 134) defines 'roads' as meaning highways 

repairable by the inhabitants at large, and as including bridges so repairable carrying 

roads, and does not define 'highways'.  By section 5 of the Highway Act 1835, 

"highways shall be understood to mean all roads, bridges (not being county bridges) 

carriageways, cartways, horseways, bridleways, footways, causeways, churchways 

and pavements".  So that if any of these various kinds of ways, including, it will be 

noticed, even a footway, is repairable by the inhabitants at large, it will be a "road".  

If it is not so repairable it will not be a "road" and therefore not a 'county road', or an 

'unclassified road'.  The Act (s 29 (1)) makes "county roads" of three kinds of roads, 

namely (a) roads which, on April 1, 1930, are "main roads", (b) roads which become 

main roads and (c) every road as respects which a county council becomes the 

"highway authority" under the Act.  The Act amends the law as to declaring roads to 

be "county roads" (s 37)".

An alternative interpretation is that the definition of road in the 1929 Act says only 

that a ‘road’ is a ‘highway repairable by the inhabitants at large’; it does not say that 

 -  -
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all repairable highways are roads.  Similarly, whilst  the Highways Act 1835 included 

‘roads’ as highways, it does not say that all highways are roads.  All chickens are 

birds, not all birds are chickens.  

As the later definitions of “county road” in statute all ultimately refer back to the 1929 

Act definition, references to county road in documents prepared in relation to other 

later statues also cannot be legally presumed to apply conclusively and exclusively to 

vehicular highways.  Again other evidence will have to be sought to clarify the 

meaning.

However, it is arguable that since both the Highways Act 1959 and 1980 contain 

definitions for footpath and bridleway that prelude the existence of higher public 

rights (a footpath is a footpath ‘only’ and a bridleway is a bridleway ‘only’), records 

prepared in connection with those Acts that use the term “road”, (but not “street”) can 

be presumed, unless there is evidence to the contrary, to mean public vehicular 

highways. 

Further research into the circulars, statutory instruments and proceedings of 

Parliament has revealed evidence that the definition of county road was not intended 

to include non-vehicular highways.   This evidence is discussed in 6.2 below.

6.1.3  Classified road

Classification of roads into

(a) Main Roads

(b) County Roads

(c) District Roads

was suggested in the Final Report of the Departmental Committee on Local Taxation 

in 1914,5 Hawkins 'rural roads' 1914.  However, this was not implemented until the 

Ministry of Transport Act 1919.   Classification was introduced for the purposes of 

allocating advances from the Minister to local authorities for the construction of new 

roads and the improvement or maintenance of existing roads.  

The 1919 Act does not define “road”.  However section 2 of the Act, which sets out 

the powers and duties of the Minister, refers to “roads, bridges and ferries and 

vehicles and traffic thereon”.  The implication being that road as used in the Act 

means something used by vehicles.  Since the purpose of classification of roads was 

for advancement of public funds, classified roads are inherently public.  It seems 

 -  -
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beyond argument that classified roads are public vehicular highways, irrespective of 

whether or not a classified road is or is not also a county road, although this is not 

specifically stated in law.  Classification with respect to grants is discussed further in 

Chapter 7.

6.1.4  Unclassified road

Unclassified road is used but not defined in the Local Government Act 1929.  

Classified road is defined in the 1929 Act by reference to its definition in the 1919 Act.  

By inference, an unclassified road is a road within the meaning of the 1919 Act that 

has not been classified under that Act.  The definition of Unclassified Road in the 

Agriculture (Improvement of Roads) Act 1955 is consistent with this.  Arguably the 

term “unclassified road” can be presumed to be a vehicular highway, unless there is 

evidence to the contrary, although, in parallel to classified roads, this is not 

specifically stated in law. 

6.1.5  Bridleway and Footpath

Notwithstanding the change in nomenclature of both of these types of highway over 

time, they are both consistently defined in familiar fashion.  The definitions mostly 

contain the word ‘highway’ or ‘way’ but do not use the word ‘road’.

6.1.6  Public Path

This phrase is unambiguously defined in the NPACA 1949 and again in the Wildlife 

and Countryside Act 1981 as meaning a footpath or bridleway.

6.1.7  Road Used as a Public Path

This phrase was introduced and defined by the NPACA 1949.  It was again defined 

by the Countryside Act 1968 but in a circular fashion which does not add to the 

definition of the 1949 Act.

6.2  Interim conclusions
The definitions cited above are often prefaced with words to the effect that they have 

to be read in the context of the Act and also that they only apply to that Act or a Part 

of that Act.

 -  -
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The word ‘road’ has been used inconsistently over time.  It is sometimes used 

interchangeably with ‘highway’ and can therefore include all classes of right of way. 

 ‘Classified road’ appears to refer unambiguously to certain public vehicular 

highways.  ‘Unclassified roads’ appears to refer to the remainder of that same type of  

highway; those that are not classified or trunk roads.  Unclassified roads are a stage 

in a hierarchy from trunk roads, through classified roads to unclassified roads.

The phrase ‘county road’ is a reflection of the body administering the road.

Argument about the meaning of ‘county road’ rests upon the definition of ‘road’ in the 

’29 Act as being ‘a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large’.  Glen offers an 

interpretation which throws the whole meaning into obscurity.  Further evidence is 

needed to determine what was actually meant.  

However, the combination of Unclassified Road with County Road to make UCR 

indicates that, on the balance of probability, the term Unclassified County Road was 

intended to mean public carriageways which were not classified or trunk roads.

6.3 Inferred Meaning

We have seen above that definitions in Acts of Parliament can only provide a 

probable but inconclusive answer as to the legal rights subsisting on unclassified 

county roads recorded by highway authorities.  However, further evidence can be 

inferred from within the Acts themselves and from circulars, memoranda, working 

papers etc. related to those Acts.  This evidence will be examined below.

A general question that we will continue to ask is this; Is ‘road’ a synonym for 

“highway”?  But, more specifically, we will look for evidence amongst the Acts and 

relevant papers found for the intention behind the Acts and their use of ‘road’.

6.3.1  Highway Act 1835

‘Road’ is not defined in the Highway Act 1835.  However, the Hobhouse Committee of 

1947 presents an argument that section 23 of the Highway Act, 1835, HA 1835 s23 is 

incompatible with the inclusion of footpaths, bridlepaths or driftways in the term 

‘road’: The Report of the Special Committee on Footpaths and Access to the 

Countryside (the Hobhouse Report), 1947, says: 

“59. The Common Law liability of the inhabitants at large for the maintenance 

of highways was ordered by the Highway Act 1835 to be exercised by the 

 -  -
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Surveyors of Highways.  Today, the functions of the Surveyors are exercised 

by the highway authorities …

60. … But a number of highway authorities have invoked Section 23 of the 

Highway Act 1835 as justifying the view that highway authorities are not liable 

to maintain all the rights of way referred to in our terms of reference 

[footpaths, bridleways and driftways].  That Section states that no “Road or 

Occupation Way”, dedicated or created after 20th March, 1835, shall be 

deemed to be repairable by the highway authority unless the individual or 

body dedicating it gave notice to the authority and made it up to the 

prescribed width in a manner to the satisfaction of the Surveyor and of two 

magistrates.  These conditions have seldom been observed in respect of 

footpaths and it seems to us that the Section was never intended to apply to 

public footpaths, bridlepaths and driftways.  As Section 23 of the Act refers 

only to the roads and occupation ways, a prima facie  duty to maintain all 

other rights of way would appear to rest upon highway authorities.  On this 

interpretation footpaths, bridlepaths and driftways would not be 

comprehended in the description “roads” or “occupation ways” used in 

Section 23 of the Highways Act 1835.  This matter of legal doubt will however 

have no further practical importance if the recommendation contained in 

paragraph 66 is adopted.”  [Recommendation that highway authorities should 

be required to maintain all rights of way.] (Hobhouse1) (Hobhouse 2)

If this view is correct it may suggest that road should generally be read as excluding 

footpaths and bridleways in the 1835 Act.  However, that would run contrary to the 

explanation given earlier from Glen (a respected textbook) and to the perceived view 

of more than one highway authority (e.g. Warwickshire and Bedfordshire) where 

records indicate that the Local Government Act 1929 was interpreted as meaning 

that the County Councils were taking over more than just vehicular highways into the 

new class of county roads.

6.3.2  Highways and Locomotives (Amendment) Act 1878

This Act deals extensively with the process of ‘disturnpiking’ roads and also ‘maining’ 

roads.  The inference throughout is that ‘road’ is used to mean a vehicular highway 

as, following the folding of turnpikes but before trunk roads and special roads, main 

roads were the highest class of public highway and of necessity vehicular.  Any 

highway could become a ‘main road’ but once it was a road it was vehicular.

“15.  Where it appears to any highway authority that any highway within their 

district ought to become a main road by reason of its being a medium of 
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communication between great towns, or a thoroughfare to a railway station, or 

otherwise, such highway authority may apply to the county authority for an 

order declaring such road, as to such parts aforesaid to be a main road; and 

the county authority, if of opinion that there is probable cause for the 

application, shall cause the road to be inspected, and, if satisfied that it ought 

to be a main road, shall make an order accordingly.” H&LAA 1878 1 H&LAA 1878 2

6.3.4  The Local Government Act 1894

Section 13 of this Act illustrates that there was a distinction made in this Act between 

footpaths and roads:

“13.-(2) A parish council may, …, undertake the repair and maintenance of all 

or any of the public footpaths within their parish, not being footpaths at the 

side of a public road.” LGA 1894

The implication is that ‘road’ is being used to denote a vehicular highway as we are 

unaware of examples of footpaths (read ‘footways’) being created at the side of 

bridleways at this time.

6.3.5  Development & Road Improvement Fund Act 1909

This Act was an attempt to kick-start strategic road management by the 

establishment of a Road Board which would grant aid highway authorities’ road 

improvements and also itself build new roads.  Funding was to come from a new fund 

– the Development and Road Improvement Fund.  This fund was entirely from the 

proceeds of motor vehicle licensing and fuel duties and was presented as a means of  

motorists paying for the improvements that were necessary because of motor vehicle 

use.

Rees Jeffreys (The King’s Highway P.26) quotes from a Memorandum published by 

Lloyd George.  This said:

“The Board are given power to act either directly by themselves constructing 

new roads, or indirectly, through the existing highway authorities, whom the 

Board will be able to stimulate by means of grants and loans made in 

consideration of the authorities undertaking either to construct such new 

roads or effect such improvements in existing roads as will facilitate motor 

traffic.” [Our emphasis] Rees Jeffreys p26
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The Act itself does not specifically refer to ‘motor traffic’.  Section 8 deals with the 

Road Board and says:

“8.-(1) The Road Board shall have power with the approval of the Treasury-

(a) …

(b) to construct and maintain any new roads which appear to the Board to be 

required for facilitating road traffic.” Dev & Road Imp Fund Act 1909

“8.-(5) For the purpose of this Part of this Act the expression “improvement of 

Roads” includes the widening of any road, the cutting off of corners of any 

road where land is required to be purchased for that purpose, the levelling of 

roads, the treatment of a road for mitigating the nuisance of dust, and the 

doing of any other work in respect of roads beyond ordinary repairs essential 

to placing a road in a proper state of repair; and the expression “roads” 

includes bridges, viaducts and subways.” 

The purposes in s.8(5) suggest that the roads in question carried vehicular traffic and 

were vehicular highways.

Section 9(1)(a) of the Act indicates that the term ‘Path’ was also in usage at this time. 

It can be inferred that this was used for non-vehicular highways, however, the 

wording of the subsection may also indicate that ‘road’ and ‘path’ are being used as 

synonyms.  In the context of this Act the former would appear to be more logical.

“Communications between a road or path and a road constructed by the 

Road Board shall be made in manner to be approved by the Road Board;” Dev 

& Road Imp Act 1

The Road Board and its grant are discussed further in chapter 7 below.

6.3.6  The Roads Act 1920

The introduction to this Act states that it is:

“An Act … to make other provision with respect to roads and vehicles used on 

roads, and for purposes connected therewith.” Roads Act 1920

‘Vehicles used on roads’ is not qualified by terms such as ‘some roads’ or ‘roads 

which are carriageways’, the clear inference is that, for the purposes of this Act, 

roads generally carry vehicular traffic.
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6.3.7  Roads Improvement Act 1925 

 The content and context of the Act implies that “road” is a term for a vehicular 

highway.  The Act is particularly concerned with building lines and sight lines as 

respects the convenience and safety of traffic on the roads.  Section 6 is particularly 

clear:

“(1) The Minister may … conduct experiments or trials for the improvement of 

the construction of roads, or for testing the effect of various classes of 

vehicles on various types of roads …”  Road Imp Act 1925

6.3.8  Local Government Act 1929

“29.-(1) The council of every county shall be the highway authority as 

respects every road in the county which at the appointed day is a main road 

or which would, apart from this section, at any time thereafter have become a 

main road, and every such road and every other road as respects which a 

county council become by virtue of this Part of this Act the highway authority, 

shall be termed a county road, and all enactments relating to main roads shall 

as from the appointed day have effect as if for references therein to main 

roads there were substituted references to county roads.”

As we saw in 6.1.2 above, legally it cannot be presumed without further testing that in 

the context of the 1929 Act, the term county road, as defined above, applies 

conclusively or exclusively to vehicular highways.  Where the term is used in other 

documents associated with the 1929 Act, other evidence, internal or external to those 

documents, will be needed to clarify the meaning of the term.   But the converse is 

also true; the meaning of the Act as expressed in related documents can shed light 

on the intended interpretation of ‘Road’. 

During its passage through Parliament, the Ministry of Health prepared a 

‘Memorandum on the Local Government Bill 1929 (as presented to Parliament)’.

Paragraph 22 of this Memorandum says:

“Clause 29 [of the Bill] provides that County Councils shall have in relation to 

all roads transferred to them the same functions that they now have with 

respect to main roads.  Some of the roads to be transferred to the County 

Councils will be of comparatively small importance and could not be called 

main roads as the term is ordinarily understood.  In order to preserve 

uniformity and avoid an inappropriate nomenclature, the clause accordingly 

provides that all roads vested in the County Council (including the present 
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main roads) shall as from the appointed day be known as “county roads”.“  

MoH memo LGA29 1

Three aspects are of interest here:

(a) The memorandum refers to ‘all roads transferred’ being subject to the 

same functions which the county councils had previously exercised over 

main roads.  This does not suggest that it was intended that footpaths and 

bridleways should be included in the term ‘roads’.

(b) The degree of importance of the road was irrelevant to it becoming a 

county road.

(c) ‘could not be called main roads as the term is ordinarily 

understood’[our emphasis];  Commonly, main road meant a major 

through route whereas in reality lots of the routes to be transferred, 

including many ‘main’ roads, were far from this. 

Paragraph 23 says:

“Rural District Councils are to cease to be highway authorities.

Clause 30 (1) provides that every County Council shall be the highway 

authority in Rural Districts within the County both as regards highways 

repairable by the inhabitants at large and those not so repairable.  The 

Rural District Councils shall cease to be highway authorities but the 

sub-clause provides for their retention of their functions in regard to 

the protection of rights of way and roadside wastes, and they will in 

this matter to a great extent exercise concurrent functions with the 

County Councils.” MoH memo LGA29 2

The separation of highway authority and rights of way functions suggests that at this 

time a distinction was being drawn between ‘highways’ and ‘rights of way’.

Paragraph 27 of the Memorandum says:

“Where after the passing of the Act a rural district or any part of a rural district 

is constituted an urban district it may be convenient that the County Council 

should continue to be responsible for the roads in the District.

Sub-clause 6 of clause 31 accordingly provides that in such a case the 

order by which the change in the status of the area is effected may 

provide that any unclassified roads in the area shall continue to be 

county roads, and may also make provision for contributions to be 

paid by the urban district to the County Council towards the 

maintenance and repair of such roads.” MoH memo LGA29 2
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The provision for contributions towards maintenance reinforces the impression that 

the roads discussed in this section are vehicular highways as there was no tradition 

of contributions being sought or made for the upkeep of bridleways or footpaths.

Paragraph 31 of the Memorandum says:

“… it shall be the duty of the County Council to delegate the maintenance, 

repair &c., of unclassified county roads to District Councils, unless they are 

able to satisfy the Minister of Transport that such delegation is undesirable in 

the particular case.  It is further provided that County councils may also at 

their discretion delegate such functions in respect to classified roads.”        

MoH memo LGA29 3

This statement illustrates that there was not considered to be any fundamental 

difference between classified and unclassified county roads.  As classified roads 

were undoubtedly public vehicular highways, it must suggest that unclassified county 

roads are also prima facie public vehicular highways.

On the 10th April 1929 the Ministry of Health published its ‘General Circular on the 

Local Government Act, 1929’, circular No. 1000.

Paragraphs 11 -  13 of the circular says:

“11. Secondly, the cost of constructing and keeping up highways of all grades 

of importance had inevitably increased owing to modern changes in means of 

transport and the habits of the people.

12. But the distribution of the cost had been settled long before these 

changes took place and when the burden was still light.  A burden of cost of 

the present order of magnitude placed an unfair, and indeed intolerable, 

pressure upon the ratepayers of the less prosperous local government areas, 

especially in districts of an agricultural character traversed by great lengths of 

road over which vehicles ran without halting to bring trade or custom into the 

small and scattered centres of population, whose inhabitants nevertheless 

had to comply with demands for maintenance up to a constantly rising 

standard.

13. The remedy for this defect which Parliament has provided in the Act is the 

transfer to County Councils of general responsibility for work in relation to 

roads in rural areas, and in a lesser degree in urban areas, subject to a 
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number of reservations in favour of those Councils of those areas which need 

not here be specified.”  Circular 1000 pp11-13

These three paragraphs lay out the basic reasoning, need and intent behind the 

changes made by the 1929 Act to the ‘burden of charges for construction and 

maintenance of highways’.  They leave no doubt that they were concerned with the 

impact of motor vehicle transport on road maintenance demands on local authorities.  

‘Roads’ throughout these paragraphs undoubtedly means ‘public vehicular highways’.

Paragraph 47 of the circular says:

“Forty years of mechanical invention, movement of population into towns to 

work, counter-movement out of towns to sleep, and growing habits of mobility, 

have led up to the changes brought about by the Act in the administration of 

work in relation to roads and town planning.” Circular 1000 p47

The Act is thus about coping with relatively recent developments.  It is not primarily 

about traditional local traffic but is about administering the needs of commuters and 

increasing use of mechanised transport.  This is largely incompatible with the Act 

being about transferring administration of footpaths and bridleways but is consistent 

with the transfer of vehicular routes and with county roads being public vehicular 

routes.

In or after 1932 the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society6 

published a pamphlet entitled ‘Powers of District and Parish Councils Under the 

Local Government Act, 1929.’ In this, the Society’s advice is that:

“’Highways’ are not defined by the Act of 1929, though ‘roads’ are; and the 

expression ‘highway’ must therefore be taken in its common law meaning of 

‘any way over which any subject of the Crown may lawfully pass without let or 

hindrance.’ In which sense it includes all public footpaths and bridleways, as 

well as carriageways.

County Councils are now, therefore, the highway authority for public footpaths 

and bridleways in rural districts as well as for roads;” OSS2 LGA29 1

The Society, which was taking an active lead in recording rights of way, were using 

‘roads’ as meaning something different to footpaths or bridleways.

 -  -
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6.3.9  Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935.  

This Act is entirely concerned with development alongside roads, particularly 

following either the improvement of a road or the adoption by the highway authority of 

a new road.  The definition given for “road” is not clear as to status:

“ a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large and includes any part of 

such highway and any proposed road and any bridge over which such a 

highway passes or a proposed road is intended to pass”

However, the context is such that the conclusion must be that road was meant as a 

public vehicular highway, for example in subsection 1(5):

“In determining the standard width to be adopted as respects any road, a 

highway authority and the Minister shall take into account the requirements of 

all classes of traffic, including foot passengers and cyclists likely to use the 

road, and shall consider the provision of margins for the accommodation of 

ridden horses and driven livestock.”

Margins for horses or driven livestock can only be needed where rights higher than 

bridleway exist.  Also, the phrase ‘all classes of traffic’ confirms carriageway status 

and is consistent with cyclists using the road as, at that time, cyclists were only 

legally permitted to use routes with public vehicular rights.

6.3.10  Hobhouse Report, 1947, s.60.

In paragraph 4 of its report the Hobhouse Committee states:

“Under our terms of reference we are concerned with all public rights of way 

except those for vehicles, i.e. public roads or carriageways.”  Hobhouse 5

Clearly the Committee understood ‘roads’ to be synonymous with carriageways in 

meaning vehicular highways.

As was noted earlier, the Committee also considered (paragraph 60  Hobhouse 10, 

Hobhouse 11) that ‘roads’ or ‘occupation ways’ as used in s23 of HA 1835 could not be 

interpreted as including footpaths, bridleways or driftways.

The Hobhouse Committee was particularly concerned with the lack of formal 

recording of rights of way by County Councils in England and Wales.  The report 

(paragraph 19 Hobhouse 6, Hobhouse 7) records that:

“In response to an enquiry made in June, 1946, action taken by County 

Councils in England and Wales was found to have been as follows:-
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County Councils claiming to possess an almost complete record [of 

rights of way] … 3

County Councils with incomplete or partial records … 8

County Councils with no central record … 50”

This acute non-recording of footpaths and bridleways across the two countries has 

implications for interpretation of the handover of highway authority following the 1929 

Act.  It appears that only 11 of 61 County Councils claimed to have significant records 

of rights of way.  This suggests that the handover process of 1929 did not involve the 

large scale transfer of records of rights of way and it is therefore probable that in 

most counties there was little or no recording of rights of way under the label of 

‘county roads’.

6.3.11  National Parks & Access to the Countryside Act 1949

Footpath is defined by both the NPACA 1949 and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 

1981 as:

“means a highway over which the public have a right of way on foot only, 

other than such a highway at the side of a public road.”  

The only sensible interpretation of this is that a road has higher rights than footpaths, 

i.e. a road is not a footpath in these Acts.  Further comparison of the definition of 

footpath in the Highways Acts of 1959 and 1980, including the definition of ‘footway’, 

provides a strong indication that the public roads referred to are carriageways.

Sub-section 34 (1)(c) of the 1949 Act says:

 “the reference in subsection (1) of section thirty one of this Act to land on 

which the map shows a public path, or a road used as a public path, shall be 

construed as relating only to land on which the path or road was not shown 

…” DSCF1180

Sub-section 57 (3) says:

“It shall be the duty of a highway authority to enforce the provisions of this 

section as respects any public path, or road used as a public path, for which 

they are the highway authority; and no proceedings in respect of an offence 

under those proceedings shall be brought except by the authority required by 

this subsection to enforce those provisions as respects the path or road in 

question.” DSCF1191
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These two sections illustrate that ‘road’ is the operative word in ‘road used as a public 

path’ and that it is different to a public path.  The conclusion must be that, for the 

purposes of the 1949 Act, a road is not a public path and is therefore a carriageway 

and that a road used as a public path is, prima facie but not conclusively a 

carriageway.

Roads Used as a Public Path

The phrase ‘road used as a public path was introduced in the 1949 Act and was 

defined in the Act as:

“ means a highway other than a public path, used by the public mainly for the 

purposes for which footpaths or bridleways are so used.”

Despite the confusion and controversy which has surrounded roads used as public 

paths, the meaning of the phrase is quite clear; they are highways which are not 

public paths (bridleways or footpaths) but which are used mainly as if they were 

bridleways or footpaths.  If they are not bridleways or footpaths they can only be 

carriageways.  

The presumption of regularity means that we must assume that instructions were 

carried out correctly unless we have evidence to the contrary.  Paragraph 3(d) of the 

instructions for recording rights of way ruled out recording private accommodation 

roads as roads used as public paths NPACA Instr 5. Therefore we can say that roads 

used as public paths are public carriageways.

Reference back to definitions of ‘highway’ in the Highways Act of 1835 or the 

Highways and Bridges Act 1891 may suggest that roads used as public paths can be 

footpaths or bridleways, however, this is contradicted by the phrase ‘other than a 

public path’ which must therefore exclude this possibility.  This in turn lends weight to 

the counter argument against reference back to the 1835 definition of highway for 

use in interpreting other Acts.

6.3.12  Agriculture (Improvement of Roads) Act, 1955.  

This Act was to enable the provision of exchequer grants for the improvement of 

roads in livestock rearing areas.  As no examples have been found of Exchequer 

grants being used to improve footpaths or bridleways, this provision for grant aid 
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itself suggests that the intention was to provide for improvement of vehicular 

highways.

This Act does not define road with reference to status (see Definitions above), 

however, the definition of “improvement” in the Act is illustrative of the context being 

that roads are vehicular highways:

s.5 (1) “ “improvement”, in relation to a road, includes the widening of the 

road, the cutting off of corners of the road, and the provision for the road of a 

cattle-grid and of any works required in connection with a cattle-grid, and 

“improve” shall be construed accordingly” DSCF1161

It would be an unlawful obstruction to install a cattle-grid across a footpath or 

bridleway.  The conclusion is that road in this Act refers to a vehicular highway.

6.3.13  Countryside Act 1968 s.30 (6)

“It is hereby declared that sections 9,10, 11 and 13 of the said Act of 1960 

[Road Traffic Act 1960] (offences connected with riding of bicycles) apply to 

bridleways as being highways which are “roads” within the meaning of that 

Act.” DSCF1468

This sub-section apparently shows that bridleways can be roads in some Acts.  

However, the context of this section is that it grants for the first time the right for 

bicycles to be used on bridleways, albeit still in a subordinate way to horse riders and 

pedestrians.  The purpose of this sub-section is to extend the offences for misuse of 

bicycles from roads to the new use on bridleways also.  It is not saying that 

bridleways are roads but that they should be treated as such for the purposes of the 

sections of the Road Traffic Act 1960 listed.

Hard and fast interpretation of the word ‘road’ as being ‘any highway’ makes a 

nonsense of some pieces of legislation.  For example, the Countryside Act 1968 

includes a definition of ‘Crown Road’ as:

“  “Crown Road” means a road, other than a highway, to which the public have 

access by permission granted by the appropriate Crown authority, or otherwise 

granted by or on behalf of the Crown”.

6.3.14  Road Traffic Regulation Act 1967. 

The definition of road in the Act is not helpful (see Table 1 above), however this Act 

also defines the following:
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“ “street parking place” and “off-street parking place” refer respectively to 

parking places on land which does, and on land which does not, form part of 

a road;” DSCF1486

“Parking” can be presumed to refer to vehicles and, therefore, the inference must be 

that the word “road” is being used to mean a vehicular highway.  We thus have two 

contradictory interpretations arising from this one Act, illustrating that ‘road’ needs 

careful interpretation within the context of each Act and sometimes each section of 

any particular Act.

6.3.15  Highways Act 1980

The Highways Act 1980 does not offer a definition of “road”.  This is discussed by the 

Encyclopedia of Highway Law & Practice in its Introductory Note 1’The Classification 

of Highways’ (2-014) Intro Highway Law,

“It will be noticed that the word “road” is not defined at all in the 1980 Act 

[Highways Act 1980], and it has no precise legal meaning.  There are 

particular kinds of roads – “trunk roads” and “special roads,” and classified 

and unclassified roads, but these are all carriageways and the public have 

similar rights in respect thereof (subject only to the powers to exclude named 

classes of traffic by an order of the Minister in the case of special roads.”[sic]

Section 36(6) of the Act imposed a duty upon county councils (and London Boroughs 

and the Common Council) to make and maintain a list of streets which are highways 

maintainable at the public expense. 

Authorities creating a list of streets in 1980 were mostly in the position of already 

having a definitive map and statement recording public rights of way.  It may be 

speculated, therefore, that there would have been a tendency for authorities to satisfy 

this new duty by appending a supplementary list of carriageways (roads) rather than 

creating an entirely new comprehensive list of all highways.  This assumption needs 

to be confirmed by research.

6.3.16  Road Traffic Act 1988

Use of the word ‘road’ in the Road Traffic Act 1988 is quite varied and generally 

specific to an individual section of the Act, as can be seen from sections 28, 29, 30, 

34, & 182 below.   This is a necessary device following on from the all inclusive 

definition of road given in the Act:
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“ "road", in relation to England and Wales, means any highway and any other 

road to which the public has access, and includes bridges over which a road 

passes,”

This inclusiveness should be read in the context of the provisions for controlling 

inappropriate behaviour or other offences.

Interpretation of the Local Government Act 1929 in the light of the definition for road 

in the 1988 Act would lead to the conclusion that all highways could be county roads.

Reckless cycling.         28.    A person who rides a cycle on a road recklessly is 

guilty of an offence. In this section "road" includes a bridleway. 

Careless, and 
inconsiderate, 

cycling. 

        29.    If a person rides a cycle on a road without due care and 

attention, or without reasonable consideration for other persons 

using the road, he is guilty of an offence. In this section "road" 

includes a bridleway. 

Cycling when 
under influence of 

drink or drugs. 

        30.—(1) A person who, when riding a cycle on a road or 

other public place, is unfit to ride through drink or drugs (that is to 

say, is under the influence of drink or a drug to such an extent as 

to be incapable of having proper control of the cycle) is guilty of 

an offence.

    (2) In Scotland a constable may arrest without warrant a person 

committing an offence under this section.

    (3) In this section "road" includes a bridleway.

Prohibition of 
driving motor 
vehicles elsewhere 

than on roads. 

        34.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, if without 

lawful authority a person drives a motor vehicle— 

 (a) on to or upon any common land, moorland or land of 

any other description, not being land forming part of a 

road, or

 (b) on any road being a footpath or bridleway,

he is guilty of an offence.

 -  -
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Special provisions 
as to accident 
inquiries in Greater 

London. 

        182.—(1) Where, owing to the presence of a vehicle on a 

road, an accident occurs within Greater London and it appears to 

the Secretary of State that the sole or a contributory cause of the 

accident was— 

 (a) the nature or character of the road or of the road 

surface, or

 (b) a defect in the design or construction of the vehicle or 

in the materials used in the construction of the road or 

vehicle,

he may, if he thinks fit, cause an inquiry to be held into the cause 

of the accident.

    (2) In this section "road" includes a highway and a bridge 

carrying a highway and any lane, mews, footway, square, court, 

alley or passage whether a thoroughfare or not.

6.4 Summary and Conclusions

Glen’s construction of what was meant by a county road was flawed and failed to 

take into account the context of the Local Government Act of 1929 and the explicit 

allowance for this in the Act.  His logic is flawed in saying that a road is a highway 

and all classes of way are also highways therefore all ways are roads.  This line of 

argument would hold equally true to ‘prove’ that all roads are footpaths (all footpaths 

are highways, roads are highways therefore roads are footpaths).  Or, to use a more 

rigorously defined type of way, this argument would also ‘prove’ that bridleways are 

footpaths and carriageways as well.  Indeed this line of argument leads inevitably to 

the conclusion that there can only be one type of highway, which is patently 

nonsense.   

All highways in rural districts were transferred to county councils by the ’29 Act (s30), 

but not all highways became county roads.  However, the confusion caused by lack 

of clarity in the legal definitions may have resulted in some bridleways and footpaths 

being incorrectly recorded as UCR.  Furthermore, records of the transfer from Rural 

District to County Councils (‘handover records’), where made, should have included 

all highways, thus these handover records, where they exist, need to be treated 

cautiously to see what they contain if they are to provide evidence of the status of 

routes recorded as UCRs in any particular area.  Against this, Hobhouse noted that 

very few county councils had records of rights of way in 1946, so the number of 

occurrences of mis-recording as UCR may be correspondingly low.  Only county by 

county analysis can quantify this.
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The overwhelming evidence from Ministerial papers is that the term county roads 

was used to mean public vehicular highways.  Unclassifed or classified made no 

difference to vehicular status and there was no reason legally why an unclassified 

road could not become classified, or vice versa.  The conclusion must be that 

Parliament intended the term county roads, including unclassified county roads, to 

refer to public vehicular highways.

Other legislation predominantly supports the interpretation of ‘road’ as meaning a 

vehicular highway.  However, this is not absolute.  What it also illustrates is that each 

Act’s use of the word needs to be considered in its own context.  ‘Road’ can be and is 

sometimes used as a catch-all near synonym for ‘highway’.  But this does not 

undermine the weight of evidence supporting UCRs as being prima facie vehicular 

highways.  The main question-mark must lie over how each authority interpreted its 

responsibilities under the 1929 Act; did it listen to Glen or did it follow common 

convention, as intended, in the use of the word road?

 -  -
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7. Boards, Ministries and Grants

7.1 The Road Board & Ministry of Transport

7.1.1Road Board

The Road Board was established under the terms of Section 7 of the Development 

and Road Improvement Act, 1909, with powers to make “advances” to Highway 

Authorities for the improvement of roads and to itself construct and maintain new 

roads. The advances could take the form either of loans or of grants. 

A policy memo of 4th January 1911 indicates that the main aim was to improve 

surfaces of existing roads so as to provide “.. smooth, dustless and mudless surfaces 

for traffic”. Memo1 4-1-1911 

Later in the memo it is made clear that “traffic” is specifically intended to refer to 

modern motorised use and that the Road Board was mindful of the challenges faced 

by Highway Authorities over and above their traditional duty to maintain:

 “… it is by no means clear that the burden of extra cost due to the advent of 

motor traffic, coming upon roads which were not suitable for it and were never 

designed or intended for it can be fairly thrown upon the ratepayers whose 

duty it was to maintain the roads for the use of ordinary traffic”   Memo2 4-1-1911

Level of use by motor vehicles was an important criterion for establishing eligibility for 

support, especially for rural roads: 

“In considering road problems it is necessary to treat separately (1) streets in 

populous urban areas; (2) roads forming the immediate approaches to 

populous urban areas; (3) rural roads, and these latter must also be classified 

according to the amount and kind of traffic using them”  memo 4-1-1911 

The Development and Road Improvement Fund managed by the Board drew its 

funding, in part at least, from direct taxation of motoring through fuel duty and vehicle 

licensing. It was intended that this link with motoring should also be maintained in the 

allocation of funds and the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced in Parliament 

that:

 “.. the money will be spent on improving the roads for motor 

purposes” [Debate on second reading of Development and Road 

Improvements Fund Bill, 6th September 1909, quoted in Road Board memo 

10/11/1911 Road Board Memo3 10-11-1911].

 -  -
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The Board opened for business in 1910 and its powers are summed up in paragraph 

9 of a memorandum of the Chairman dated 10/11/1911 which looks back over the 

first year of operation Road board Memo1 10-11-1911, Road Board Memo2 10-11-1911: 

“The powers of the Road Board to make advances for the improvement of 

roads embrace all roads, whether trunk or arterial, main or district, urban or 

rural; questions therefore naturally arise as to what class of road and to what 

kinds of improvement should first consideration be given.”

The fund was targeted at needs arising from modern motorised traffic: 

“There can be no doubt that it is motor traffic that must be principally kept in 

view in determining questions of distribution. It was the requirements of motor 

traffic and the damage done to roads by motor traffic which led to the creation 

of the fund …”  Road Board Memo4 10-11-1911

The memo goes on to indicate that in practice grants had been confined to main 

roads passing through rural areas. 

The classification of roads in use at that time is explained to some degree in 

paragraph 3 of the November 1911 memorandum as being led by the authority liable 

to maintain a particular route under the provisions of the Local Government Act 1888: 

“main roads”, were paid for by County Councils and “district roads”, (i.e. everything 

except main roads), paid for by District Councils. 

The targeting of grants was adjusted to meet the needs of the current time; for 

example, the scope for the Road and Bridge Programme for 1919/1920 Road Grant ltr 1 

17-12-1918  specifically mentioned main, or district roads, which carried considerable 

traffic and which suffered deterioration during the War. 

District roads were within the scope of the grants where there was a wish to upgrade 

them to main roads but the District Councils did not have the funds to bring them up 

to standard. Applications for district roads were channelled through the County 

Councils  (to place them in strategic context), although their highway authorities 

could also apply directly to the Board. 

As part of the procedure of applying for grants, the Development and Road 

Improvement Act required that a statement of particulars be supplied which was to 

include the:

 “mileage of the roads within the applicant’s jurisdiction, distinguishing 

between main roads and district and other roads”. 

 -  -
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Examples found in the National Archives include forms to report to the Road Board 

on statistics of traffic and lengths/expenditure on different types of highway (see 

“Form 42” Road Board form 42 1919, Memo re form 42 1919). The grant procedure was therefore 

intended to collect data of strategic use to the Road Board, going beyond the actual 

practical needs of supporting the grant application itself.

In summary, therefore, it appears that the Road Board’s interests were intended to 

coincide with those of the motorist and its activities were restricted in practice to the 

increasingly well-used vehicular routes.  

7.1.2 Ministry of Transport

The Road Board was superseded by the Ministry of Transport in 1919.  The Ministry 

of Transport (MoT) had direct involvement in the provision of grant for roads, allied to 

powers of classifying roads. The draft MoT handbook of 1955  states:

 “The power to classify roads was given to the Minister by the Ministry of 

Transport Act 1919 for the purpose of making grants for their maintenance, 

improvement and construction”. MOT Handbook  1955 4

This system of classification was based upon the location and use of the road, rather 

than (as with the old Main/District split) upon who maintained it. There were originally 

two levels of classification, Class I and Class II:

“The more important roads connecting large centres of population, and other 

roads of major importance by reason of the through traffic using them, were 

classified as Class I roads; many of these later became Trunk Roads. Other 

roads forming important links between Class I roads and the smaller centres 

of population were called Class II roads” MOT Handbook 1955 3 

 This was extended in 1946 to include a new Class III for minor roads which:

 “have more than local traffic” [Circular No. 595 dated 9/04/1946]. 

The classes were used to identify the proportion of grant that the MoT would make; 

this had been set in 1946 as Class I: 75%, Class II: 60% and Class III: 50%. The 

Handbook states:

“roads which are of only local traffic importance are unclassified although they 

may be important streets”. 

Unclassified roads were not eligible for grant from the MoT [confirmed in draft 

Handbook and circulars 697 & 696 MOT Handbook 1955 3]. 

 -  -
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The classification was reviewed depending on traffic flows: 

“There are changes year by year in the classification of sections of road as 

their through traffic importance grows or diminishes” MOT Handbook 1955 3 

The MoT administered the Road Fund until the Fund was abolished under S4 of the 

Miscellaneous Financial Provision Act 1955, which took effect on 1/04/1956. This 

change did not itself affect grant practice; references to “road fund” were substituted 

with “Roads etc., England and Wales Vote”. There were two types of grant under the 

Road Fund:

• For Major Improvements etc and

• For Maintenance and Minor Improvements of Classified Roads and Bridges 

(“Classification grants”).

The detailed criteria for the grants were set out in a series of memos and circulars 

(see below), but the two types of grant appear to have been intended to be mutually 

exclusive (i.e. if a road was eligible for one, it was not eligible for the other). From 

circulars 696 & 697 (1954) Circ 696 3a, MoT Circular 697 2, it appears that unclassified roads 

were not eligible for either type of grant. New roads were eligible for Major 

Improvement Grant, but only if they were intended to become classified roads.

Circulars 696 and 697 appear to deal exclusively with the needs of motorised 

vehicular traffic. The only reference to footpaths appears in the Schedules of the 

circulars which indicate that repairs and resurfacing of ‘footpaths’ and ‘cycle-tracks’ 

are eligible for the Maintenance and Minor Improvement Grant and that the repair 

and provision of footpaths and cycle tracks are not eligible for the Major Improvement 

Grant; in both cases, although not actually stated, it is clear that these refer to 

footpaths (footways) and cycle-tracks within the boundaries of a carriageway. Circ 696 

8a 

In summary, the role of the MoT as a grant giving body was concerned with the 

interests of motorised users on significant vehicular routes. Nowhere in the 

documents seen, which relate to the principles and aims of the two bodies, have we 

come across any consideration of the public rights which might have existed over 

classified, or indeed unclassified, routes.  The consistent but un-stated assumption is 

that all roads, classified or unclassified, main or district, carry public vehicular rights.

However, the Ministry had another role in collecting information about the mileage of 

highways maintained by Councils. The forms used for collecting this data from 

County Councils (Form No. 197) and their covering letters refer, in some later 

 -  -
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versions, to public rights of way, and in doing so perhaps shed some light on the 

thinking, at that time, about rights which were assumed to exist over Unclassified 

Roads (see below). 

7.2 Instructions for claiming grants & making mileage returns

No reference has been found to grants which could be claimed for unclassified roads.  

However,  we would need to check all the circulars between the start of classification 

and circulars 696/697 to be absolutely certain they had not been drawn into the 

grant-giving arena at some stage (most likely just before the introduction of Class III). 

Inspection of circular No. 595 (5th April 1946 ), when found, might help clarify this 

point as this marks the introduction of Class III, but it is doubtful that it would add 

anything to the question of whether anyone ever considered the rights existing over 

individual routes. The annual mileage returns do, however, provide some clues. 

Prior to 1924 information on the lengths of highways maintained by Councils had 

been provided annually to the Ministry of Health as part of the Local Taxation 

Returns. In 1924 the arrangement was changed [Circular No 202 (Roads) dated 

29/03/1924 MoT ltr 3-28] and forms were in future to be returned directly to the Minister 

of Transport for use by both the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Health. The 

forms to be used were identified as being:

Counties      – form 197 (roads)

County Boroughs and Metropolitan Boroughs  – form 198 (roads)

Boroughs and Urban Districts    – form 199 (roads)

Rural Districts      – form 200 (roads)

Form 197 has had a long life and undergone many changes and revisions, but has 

been consistent in founding the data sought on the liability of the council to maintain 

various types of route. The terms “roads” and “maintainable highways” appear to be 

used interchangeably in early versions of the form and covering letter MoT ltr 3-28 , MoT 

form 197 '28.  The 1928 version of form 197 sought mileages for “main” (ie County) 

roads, split down by the authority that actually carried out the maintenance (eg. 

claimed by or contracted out to Urban Districts, or maintained by agreement by Rural 

Districts). By 1929 the form had been amended and as well as the maintaining 

authority split described above, a new table had been introduced to break the “Main 

Roads” down into Classified roads (Classes I and II) and Unclassified (Scheduled 

and unscheduled MoT form 197 '29). The information in this table was “desired for the 

purposes of verification only”. 

 -  -
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Following the changes of the Local Government Act, 1929, Form 197 refers to 

“County Roads” and is primarily subdivided according to the Ministry of Transport 

Classification system (Class I & II and unclassified) MoT form 197 '31. The form also 

contains a box for the “mileage of unclassified Urban District Roads maintained by 

the County Council by agreement under section 34 of the Local Government Act, 

1929”. 

At some stage between 1931 and 1950, probably due to the War, there was a break 

in the continuity of the returns.  Circular 565 (15/09/1950) refers to the resumption of 

the need for Councils to make returns.

By the early 1960s it had become clear to the Ministry that not all councils were 

calculating the mileage of their Unclassified Roads in the same way. This prompted 

the Ministry of Transport, on 14/06/1963,  to write to all councils explaining the need 

for accurate data and attempting to clarify the situation. The letter includes:

 “As you know, among other uses, these mileage returns form the basis of the 

estimated road mileage which the Minister sends to the Minister of Housing 

and Local Government for the purpose of calculating the low density grant in 

General Grant and the scarcity factor in Rate-deficiency Grant [later versions 

of the letter say simply “calculating Exchequer Grants”], and error or 

discrepancy in the compilation of the returns could lead in injustices  in the 

distribution of the grants. There is evidence that at the time that the formulae 

were drawn up, Local Authorities did not include “green lanes” under 

unclassified roads. In the past two years however many County Councils 

have included “green lanes”, (and those maintainable by each County should 

be included) and even footpaths, in their return of unclassified roads. In order 

to ensure that all returns are compiled on the same basis you are now asked 

not to include bridleways and footpaths, as defined in Section 295(1) of the 

Highways Act, 1959, as unclassified roads, but to show them separately 

where indicated on the form. In addition it is desired to know the mileage of 

“green lanes” which has been included in the total mileage of unclassified 

roads shown on your Council’s return and a supplementary proforma on 

which this information can be given, has been prepared. At the same time it 

should be remembered that all roads maintainable by the Council should be 

included, whether or not the Council carries out any surfacing work on them.”

MoT County roads '63 3

 -  -
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The pro-forma MoT County roads '63 2 subdivides unclassified roads into: other 

unclassified roads and “un-surfaced “green lanes” with right of passage for vehicles”. 

It seems therefore, according to the Ministry of Transport, that for a “green lane” to be 

included as an unclassified road it was necessary for it to be maintainable at the 

public expense (but it was acceptable if it was un-surfaced) and to have a right of 

passage for vehicles [presumably a public one, but this point is covered in a later 

MoT letter Mot ltr 5-66]. This appears to spell out the Ministry of Transport’s assumption 

that all unclassified roads must carry public vehicular rights. Incidentally, based on 

this letter, Wiltshire County Council officers agreed that all their CRB7s should be 

included in the return as Unclassified Roads. MoT County roads '63 4 

This letter (14th June 1963) appears to have failed to solve the problem and various 

changes followed over the ensuing years:

1. Letter from MoT dated 13/05/1964 MoT ltr 5-64:

a. Bridleways and footpaths were not to be included as unclassified 

roads, but recorded as a separate figure elsewhere on the form

b. A separate figure was identified for “unsurfaced roads (including green 

lanes) included in the Council’s unclassified road mileage total”. For 

this purpose “a green lane may be defined as any unmetalled 

unclassified road which is maintainable by the Council”: 

This letter does not include a reference to the rights of passage which might 

exist over a green lane.  The version of Form 197 which should have 

accompanied this letter was not available for study, but from the example for 

the previous year (see above) it is clear that any instructions regarding the 

existence of rights of passage would have been included in the Form itself or 

in the additional pro-formawhich came with it.  It may therefore be worthwhile 

trying to find a surviving example of Form 197 for 1964 to shed further light on 

this point.

2. Letter from MoT dated 16/05/1966 Mot ltr 5-66:

a. Bridleways and footpaths were not to be included as unclassified 

roads, but recorded as a separate figure elsewhere on the form

b. Councils had “to show a separate figure on the return, in the 

appropriate space, for unsurfaced roads included in the Council’s 

unclassified road mileage total”. For this purpose “unsurfaced, 

unclassified roads which are maintainable by the Council for the use of 

vehicular traffic, should be taken to include green lanes. A private 
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7 CRB – Carriage Road used mainly as a Bridleway (See chapter 8 below)
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carriage or cart road (whether surfaced or not) which has a public right 

of way over it as either a footpath or a bridleway should not be 

included in the unclassified road mileage but should be included in the 

separate total of “bridleways and footpaths””.

The 1966 letter appears to state that un-surfaced routes should only be considered to 

be unclassified roads if they are maintainable for vehicular traffic and carry higher 

public rights than those of a footpath or bridleway.

In 1967 and 1968 full returns were not sought from Councils, but they were required 

to inform the Ministry of any changes in lengths. The issue of un-surfaced routes was 

side-stepped by the introduction of a new system. The Ministry’s letter of 24/07/1967 

reads:

 “In calculating this figure only those roads which are covered by the revised 

definition contained in paragraph 3(2) of the Rate Support Grant Regulations 

1967 (SI 1967 No. 363) should be included” MoT ltr 7-67 

A note on Wiltshire County Council’s copy of this letter says:

 “3(2) The roads to be taken into account  for the purposes of calculating road 

mileages are any highway maintainable at the public expense comprising a 

made-up carriageway  as defined in the Highways Act 1959”. 

This definition is repeated in the 1968 request for data.

A full return was sought once again in 1969. The criteria were spelled out (with a 

trace of desperation, perhaps) in the Ministry’s letter of 19/05/1969 MoT ltr 5-69 as:

 “a) in calculating the mileage figures only those NON-TRUNK roads which 

are covered by the revised definition contained in paragraph 3(2) of the Rate 

Support Grant Regulations 1967 (SI 1967 No. 363) should be included … d) 

Unclassified Roads – should NOT include mileages of unsurfaced roads 

(including green lanes) or bridleways and footpaths, details of which should 

be entered separately in the spaces provided on the mileage return form”. 

This approach was also taken for the 1970 return – this is the last year for which we 

have copies of documents.

In summary the mileage return forms show development designed to keep pace with 

the changes in Highway Authority arrangements while at the same time providing a 

largely continuous record of the lengths of maintainable highways – including, from 

the introduction of the classification system, Unclassified Roads themselves. 

 -  -
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The question of public rights over unclassified roads appears to have been grappled 

with by the Ministry of Transport in the early 1960s in respect of defining how 

unsurfaced routes should be treated in Form 197. Although unsurfaced routes were 

later excluded from the returns of unclassified roads, it appears that it was 

considered necessary for all routes included in the category of unclassified road to be 

publicly maintainable for vehicular traffic and to carry public rights of higher than 

bridleway status. It is perhaps worth noting that this debate was in the context of a 

form upon which two Government Departments relied for the setting of grant aid to 

councils and where, in the Ministry of Transports own words, any “error or 

discrepancy in the compilation of the returns could lead in injustices in the distribution 

of the grants”.

7.3 Consistencies / inconsistencies

As indicated above, it appears that the grants of the Road Board, in theory at least, 

might have been applied to any status of vehicular road to improve it for motorised 

traffic Road board Memo1 10-11-1911 – including the lower classification (at that time) of 

District Road. The Minister of Transport was similarly empowered, but the 

introduction of the classification system in 1919 and the link to the grant-giving 

activities of the MoT’s Road Fund effectively removed a whole class of minor general 

purpose highway (the new “unclassified road”) from the list of eligible roads, although 

the classification was later widened in 1946 to re-encompass many of these as Class 

III routes. 

It can be speculated that there must have been little incentive for County Councils, at 

the time they took over Highway Authority responsibilities from the Rural District 

Councils, to record without question all the very minor unclassified routes as they 

would have merely been accepting the liability to maintain, without any possibility of 

getting grant-aid to assist them in the task.

It appears that as long as unclassified roads have been identified as such, they have 

been ineligible for grant-aid from the MoT Road Fund (although in theory still within 

the overall grant-giving powers of the MoT as defined in the Ministry of Transport Act, 

1919). The length of unclassified road has however been used consistently as part of 

the formula to calculate the general grant which authorities receive.

 -  -
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7.4 Status & classification

We have found no indication among circulars etc. that the issue of public rights over 

routes was ever considered as part of the classification process and nothing has 

suggested that the Class I – III / Unclassified road split was ever anything more than 

a mechanism for targeting grant from central government. Roads were regularly 

moved between classifications, as for example is recorded in the early days of the 

MOT classification system in the Report of the County Surveyor to Kesteven County 

Council Highways Committee on 22/10/1924:

 “Classification of roads. I beg to report that on behalf of Kesteven County I 

applied for the following roads to be raised from Class II to Class I roads, viz: 

…… and that the following roads be classified as Class II, viz: …. The Ministry of 

Transport reply that, after careful consideration, they have decided that it is not 

possible to accede to these applications. I beg to suggest that a census of traffic 

be taken for a week on these roads, in order to help any application, if made, for 

next year. The Ministry inform me that they have decided to classify the two 

following District Roads in Class II, viz: …. It has been your custom in the past to 

main[8] newly-classified roads when they are brought up to the condition of main 

roads.” [Lincolnshire Archives Office: KCC Highways Committee Minutes]. 

The following year Kesteven County Council again considered the issue of moving 

certain unclassified roads to be within the classification scheme:

“Unclassified roads in rural areas. A report from a conference held on the 5th 

October 1925 between representatives of Kesteven County Council and several 

Rural District Councils in Kesteven for the purpose of 

a) considering a schedule of roads to be prepared by the several District 

Councils, which in their opinion should be classified; and

b) preparing a combined scheme for submission to the Ministry of Transport with 

reference to unclassified District Roads which each Council, for exceptional 

reasons, considers should receive a grant

was received and read, from which it appeared that a Schedule of applications 

had been prepared for submission to the Ministry of Transport, together with the 

proposals of the various representatives present at the Conference.” [Lincolnshire 

Archives Office: KCC Highways Committee Minutes].  

The grant-giving powers of both the MoT (in relation to “the construction, 

improvement or maintenance of roads, bridges or ferries” MoT Act, 1919 s. 17) and of  

 -  -

8 ‘Maining’ and ‘dismaining’ were the older equivalents of ‘trunking’ or ‘de-trunking’ roads.
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the Road Board refer to all roads; the exclusion of “unclassified roads” is based on 

tests of location and level of use, rather than of status. 

7.5 Conclusions

The vehicular rights which were assumed to exist over both classified and 

unclassified roads have never been questioned.  The Ministry of Transport and the 

Road Board before it have based their grant schemes on the assumption of public 

vehicular rights existing on all classes of road, regardless of the level of use or 

degree of construction and maintenance.

There has never been any legal impediment to an un-surfaced, unclassified road 

becoming made up to classified standard, or even being made into a trunk road.  No 

change in legal status has ever been necessary for such changes in classification.  

Similarly, there is no legal impediment to trunk, main or classified roads being de-

classified.  This process of roads moving up or down the continuum of classes has 

always been commonplace and continues today as transport needs evolve.

We can only conclude that routes recorded as unclassified roads, including ‘green 

lanes’, unclassified county roads, and roads used mainly as public paths all, prima 

facie carry public vehicular rights.

 -  -
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8. Relationship of UCRs to the Definitive map and Statement

8.1 Definitive map legislation, practice in preparation, guidance 
and circulars.

8.1.1 Hobhouse Report and NPACA 1949

The report of the Special Committee concerning Footpaths and Access to the 

Countryside9 (the ‘Hobhouse’ Committee) clearly set out that its remit was the 

consideration of three kinds of public rights of way, not including vehicular highways.

“4. Under our terms of reference we are concerned with all public rights of 

way except those for vehicles, i.e. public roads or carriageways.”  Hobhouse 5 

Although it was without legal weight, the Committee clearly considered that ‘public 

roads’ and ‘carriageways’ were synonyms for vehicular rights of way.  It is reasonable 

to assume that the Committee was using the term in the commonly accepted way for 

its time.

The Committee defined the rights of way it was concerned with as:

“Footpaths, which afford a right of way for pedestrians only.  Footpaths 

running alongside public roads form part of such roads, and are not dealt with 

in this report.  Nor are we concerned with any alternative to these ‘road 

footpaths’, such as footpaths on the field side of the road boundary, or any 

other deviation of such footpaths from the road, which highway authorities or 

the Ministry of Transport may contemplate.  It should, however, be noted that 

a right of way for pedestrians may lie along the line of a private road; with 

such we are concerned.”

“Bridleways, which afford a right of passage for riding animals, as well as for 

pedestrians.  Bridleways, although no longer used for their original purpose of 

serving pack transport or travellers on horseback, have recently become 

more important through the greater popularity of riding for recreation.”

“Driftways, which afford a right of passage for cattle as well as for riding 

animals and pedestrians.  Cattle includes all animals capable of being driven.  

Driftways are now of less importance for their original purpose than formerly, 

 -  -

9 Footpaths and Access to the Countryside.  Report of the Special Committee (England and 
Wales) Presented by the Minister of Town and Country Planning to Parliament by Command 
of His Majesty September 1947
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although for walkers and riders they may be of considerable value, being 

usually un-metalled and not legally open to motor cars.” Hobhouse 5  

The Committee did not consider that its remit included any highways used by the 

public with vehicles, however the resulting legislation (the National Parks and Access 

to the Countryside Act 1949) encompassed three different kinds of highways; 

footpaths, bridleways and roads used as a public path (RUPP).  The Act set out 

statutory definitions for all three kinds of way (see chapter 6.1 above), though in the 

case of RUPPs the definition has proven to be far from robust:

 “means a highway other than a public path, used by the public mainly for the 

purposes for which footpaths or bridleways are so used.”

The purpose of part IV of the NPACA 49 was to draw up definitive maps and 

statements recording all public routes used by non-vehicular traffic. This included 

footpaths, bridleways and those roads which were used mainly as public paths.  

Given the Act’s definition of ‘roads used as public paths’, the clear inference is that 

roads that were used by the public mainly in vehicles were not to be shown on the 

definitive map and statement.

8.1.2  Instructions for drawing up maps

In January 1950 the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society, in 

collaboration with the Ramblers’ Association, published a “memorandum”10 NPACA Instr 

1 recommended by the County Councils’ Association and approved by the Minister of 

Town and Country Planning11  Circular 81-a  Circular 81-b which sought to give guidance to 

those involved in the procedure of drawing up the initial survey information upon 

which the draft maps were to be based.  This document contained detailed guidance 

as to how to research certain types of historical information and how to go about 

compiling a survey of paths.  Unfortunately it used two terms, not contained in 

NPACA 49 – ‘Public Carriage Road or Cart Road or Green (un-metalled) Lane mainly 

used as Footpath’ (abbreviated to CRF) and ‘Public Carriage Road or Cart Road or 

Green (un-metalled) Lane mainly used as Bridleway’ (abbreviated to CRB).  Although 

new to the use of surveying authorities, these terms are believed to have been in use 

by the Society for recording footpaths and bridleways for some time beforehand. 

 -  -

10 “Surveys and Maps of Public Rights of Way” Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths 
Preservation Society, London 1950

11 Circular 81 (17th February 1950) para 3 details the arrangements for the supply of copies of 
the pamphlet to County, Borough, District and Parish Councils and Parish Meetings.
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The advice about the use of such terms was as follows:

“highways which the public are entitled to use with vehicles, but which in 

practice are mainly used by them as footpaths or bridleways, should be 

marked on the map “C.R.F.” or “C.R.B.” NPACA Instr 6 

And a note was to be added to the schedule also “that their main use is as a footpath 

or a bridleway as the case may be”.12 

Effectively, the terms CRB and CRF were being presented, with the Minister’s 

backing, as sub-divisions of the more general term used in the Act of roads used as 

public paths.  The terms were introduced in a re-draft of the original memorandum 

sent to the Minister on 22nd November 1949.  A covering letter from the Commons, 

Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society sent with the draft says:

“We have invented two new symbols to distinguish highways which can be 

used by the public with vehicles but which are mostly used as Footpaths or 

Bridleways (C.R.F. and C.R.B.).   When the county council come to show 

these on their 2 ½ inch “draft” etc. maps, paths marked C.R.F. would be 

coloured purple and those marked C.R.B. green, [i.e. in the same colours as 

footpaths and bridleways respectively] but we would like to suggest that in 

order not to lose sight of the fact that the public still have a right to use these 

highways with vehicles they should be shown with a double line on the 2 ½ 

inch maps.” OSS lflt 10 

No record has been found of any Ministerial response to this letter and it appears that 

the introduction of CRB and CRF was accepted without comment, although the 

system for double lines was not taken up.

Correspondence and notes of meetings held on file in the National Archives (MT 120 

series) illustrate just how closely involved the Commons, Open Spaces and 

Footpaths Preservation Society were in the development of instructions for the 

mapping of rights of way.  The Society first approached the Minister (E.H. Wiltshire, 

Minister for Town and Country Planning) in July 1949 OSS lflt 1 pointing out that they 

had already published instructions for parishes to map rights of way following the 

Rights of Way Act, 1932, and that these could form the basis of the ’49 Act 

instructions.   The Minister met with the Society on 21/7/1949 OSS lflt 3 and members 

of his staff subsequently met the Society on 30/8/1949 OSS lflt 5 OSS lflt 6. Agreement 

was quickly reached that the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation 
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12 Note (m) page 9 Ibid.
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Society draft, with modification, should be the basis of the Ministry’s advice to 

parishes.  The County Councils’ Association also approved the Society’s draft, but 

wanted distribution to be through their members.  The Treasury was a little concerned 

about the Ministry supporting a private publication, however, the reasons behind this 

were fully explained in a letter to them of 22/12/1949 OSS lflt 16a OSS lflt 16b OSS lflt 16c OSS 

lflt 16d. Essentially the argument was that the Ministry would have had to bring in 

experts to write the mapping instructions, those could only have come from the 

Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society itself, it made more 

sense and was financially expedient to use the Society’s pamphlet with an 

accompanying letter.

It is clear from the documents found that there was to be no other set of instructions 

for the rights of way survey; the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths 

Preservation Society’s pamphlet, approved by the Minister and the County Councils’ 

Association, was the sum total of the instructions produced and was the official 

version.  

The same people that developed the Society’s pamphlet noted that:

“in order not to lose sight of the fact that the public still have a right to use 

these highways with vehicles they should be shown with a double line on the 

2 ½ inch maps.” (see letter of 22/11/1949 above OSS lflt 10 OSS lflt 11)

It seems clear that in their minds the roads used mainly as public paths which were 

to be recorded on the maps carried public vehicular rights.

The instructions included a requirement to show public paths running over private 

occupation roads as footpaths or bridleways, as appropriate (Para. 3(d)).  Thus only 

roads believed to have public vehicular rights, but mainly used as a public path, were 

to be recorded as RUPPs. NPACA Instr 5.

8.1.3  Parliamentary and Ministry records

From an early stage concern was raised that including roads on the definitive map 

and statement for public paths may result in the loss of their vehicular status. 

 

The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Bill was considered by Standing 

Committee A.  Its records for the session 48/49, Volume II, columns 767-768, include:

“Mr. Sutcliffe :  I presume that it is quite clear that this survey will be definitely 

limited to footpaths and bridleways, and that no other ways will be included, 

such as small narrow country roads on which a vehicle can proceed, and for 
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which the owners of vehicles could claim a right of way for those vehicles?  It 

may be said that such ways are mainly used as footpaths or bridlepaths, but I 

think it would be quite wrong to include them.  I should like a definite 

assurance that there will be no loss of highway rights for such vehicles.”

“Mr. King : [for the Minister]  In answer to the question of the hon. Member for 

Royton (Mr. Sutcliffe), if he looks at the Clause [27] he will see that the 

obligation is to 

“carry out a survey of all lands in their area over which a right of way  

… is alleged to subsist …”

The term “right of way” is defined in subsection (6), which I think answers his 

question.” [Subsection (6) said: “ “Right of way to which this Part of this Act 

applies” means a right of way such that the land over which the right subsists 

is a public path:”  I.e. ‘right of way’ means footpath or bridleway.] NPACA Standing 

Comm A

Mr. King’s somewhat terse and inadequate response boils down to, ‘there is only a 

requirement to survey footpaths and bridleways’.  It failed to address the issue of 

recording roads used as a public paths.

The definition of ‘road used as a public path’ was discussed in the House of Lords on 

10th November 1949 and recorded in Hansard columns 526-529 DSCF1384 DSCF1385 

DSCF1386.  Concern focussed on the lack of a right for ‘transport users’ to claim that a 

way described as a road used as a public path was a road which they were 

accustomed to using.  This was not resolved, but Lord Hawke also made a telling 

appeal:

“Lord HAWKE: Would the noble Lord consider at the same time altering the 

definition of “road used as a public path” in such a way as to be 

comprehensible to stupid people?”

“Lord MACDONALD OF GWAENYSGOR : I will consider it.”

No amendments to the definition were put forward.

In the introduction to the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation 

Society’s memorandum, the proper legal definition of RUPP is given, repeated 

exactly as it is in NPACA 49.  It is clear that CRF or CRB was to be a notation for 

roads used as public paths, but whereas the notation for footpath was the familiar FP 

and that for bridleway the equally familiar BR, these legally undefined and generally 

unfamiliar terms were introduced instead of the statutorily defined term ‘road used as 
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a public path’.  It is not clear why it was felt necessary to distinguish between those 

roads mainly used as footpaths, and those mainly used as bridleways in this way, 

but, this advice as to notation has led to considerable difficulties for some surveying 

authorities.  

For many authorities the initial survey information was not used just to inform the 

drafting of the draft map, but became, almost line for line and word for word the draft 

map and draft statement.  Thus the terms CRB and CRF became definitive map and 

statement terms – despite the fact that they had no legal definition whatsoever.

Despite this complication, it is perfectly clear from the instructions that the intention 

was to record all those vehicular highways that the public used mainly as footpaths or 

bridleways.  In Section 3  of the OSS instruction, “Marking the Maps”, readers are 

told to mark on the survey maps:

“(c)  All highways which the public have a right to use with vehicles, e.g., 

public cart-roads and lanes, including green (i.e., unmetalled) lanes, but 

which are mainly used as footpaths or bridleways.” NPACA Instr 5

In Circular No 91 (30th June 1950)13 the Minister14 gave the following advice at 

paragraph 6:

“The phrase ‘Road used as a Public Path’ which is defined in section 27 is 

intended to describe highways such as the Berkshire Ridgeway, and other 

‘green ways’ which are now mainly used as footpaths and bridleways, 

although greater public rights of passage over them exist or are alleged to 

exist.” Circular 91 2

In Circular 58/53 (14th October 1953)15 the Minister16 advised as follows:

“Representations or objections to the effect that a way shown on a Draft Map 

as a ‘bridleway’ is in fact a ‘road used as a public path’, or vice versa, have 

sometimes been made, presumably with a view to establishing the existence 

or absence of public rights other than on foot or on horseback; and on 

occasions the view has been expressed that the provisions of Section 27(6) 

and Section 32(4) are conflicting.  The Minister thinks that the following 

 -  -

13 National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 – Public Rights of Way

14 Minister of Town and Country Planning

15 National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949

16 Ministry of Housing and Local Government
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comments might be helpful; it will be understood that any question on the 

interpretation of the Act is a matter for the Courts.

The survey provisions of the Act are only directed to establishing the 

existence of such rights as are proper to footpaths and bridleways, and are 

not intended to settle the question whether the public have any other rights 

over such ways (e.g. a right of way for wheeled traffic).  The surveying 

authorities are also required to show any way which in their opinion was ‘a 

road used as a public path’, that is to say a highway which is used mainly but 

not entirely for walking or riding (e.g. a Green Way such as the Berkshire 

Ridgeway).  Section 27(6) gives a legal definition of both a ‘bridleway’ and a 

‘road used as a public path’ but whether a way is shown as a ‘bridleway’ or as 

‘a road used as a public path’ will only determine (in the words of Section 32

(4)) ‘ that the public had thereover a right of way on foot and a right of way on 

horseback or leading a horse’.  It has been suggested in some quarters that a 

Definitive Map showing a way as a ‘road used as a public path’ would provide 

prima facie evidence on the question of rights other than on foot or on 

horseback, but it is difficult to see that a Court would accept such evidence in 

the face of the specific provision of Section 32 (4) that ‘ this paragraph shall 

be without prejudice to any question whether the public had any right of way 

other than the rights aforesaid.’”  Circ 58-53 2

The clear inference that can be drawn from the 1949 Act, the endorsed pamphlet 

produced by the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society and 

the advice given in Circulars is that it was not the intention that the definitive map 

process would record vehicular highways mainly used by the public with vehicles, 

neither would the process be determinative of public vehicular rights on other 

highways.    Roads used as such were not to be entered in the definitive map and 

statement, roads used mainly as public paths were to be but without prejudice to any 

rights they carried.

 

8.1.4  Vehicular rights on roads used as public paths

At the time of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Bill concern was 

expressed by the Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society and 

in the Lords that vehicular rights should not be lost sight of in the recording of routes 

as roads used as public paths (see 8.1.3 above).  This concern was shared by the 

motorists’ organisations.  In June 1953 the Automobile Association (AA) wrote to the 

Ministry of Transport about the recording of roads used as public paths:

 -  -
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“In view of the information in regard to the [draft] maps which has been 

obtained from the various sources it has been difficult to decide the extent to 

which the use of roads and tracks throughout the Country by motor vehicles 

might be affected by their inclusion in the Survey of Rights of Way Maps.  The 

Automobile Association is, however, of the opinion that the purpose of the 

National Parks Act is to ensure the preservation of public rights of way, and 

that accordingly the Authorities should not use as evidence the classification 

of roads shown in the Survey of Rights of Way Map in the event of any 

proposal, at some later date, to close particular roads or tracks to motor 

traffic.  I should, however, appreciate your confirmation that the Ministry of 

transport shares this view and your assurance that in the event of any 

Authority wishing to close by Order any particular road or track to motor 

traffic, the rights of the users of motor vehicles will in no way be prejudiced by 

reference to the Survey of Rights of Way Map.” AA ltr 4-6-53 1  AA ltr 4-6-53 2

The Ministry of Transport conferred with the Ministry of Housing and Local 

Government (which had taken over from the Ministry of Town and Country Planning), 

before issuing on 8th August 1953 the reply that:

“We are advised that the survey provisions of the 1949 Act are only directed 

to establishing the existence of footways [sic] and bridleways and do not 

touch the question whether there are or are not other rights enjoyed by the 

public (e.g. a right of way for wheeled traffic).” AA ltr MOT

The Ministry of Transport is clearly reiterating the consistent message that the 

intention of the 1949 Act was only to record footpath and bridleway rights and that 

this exercise was without prejudice to other rights which may or may not exist.

8.2  The Gosling Report & the Countryside Act 1968

In 1968, the Report of the Footpaths Committee (the Gosling Report)17 considered 

the situation with regard to RUPPs

They said:

“68.  As far as we can discover this kind of “way” was not formerly defined 

until the passing of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 

1949.  We have heard from many quarters that the definition has led to a 

great deal of confusion and it does seem confusing to us.  At a much earlier 

time many of these paths, or ways, were used as drove roads or pack-horse 

 -  -

17 Ministry of Housing and Local Government, Welsh Office Report of the Footpaths 
Committee 1968 (sometimes known as the Gosling committee after its chairman)
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ways or by farm carts and they might have been described as carriageways.  

They fell into disuse in the nineteenth century and did not become motor 

roads in the twentieth century.  Many are still used to a considerable extent for 

agricultural purposes and it has been foremost in our minds in considering the 

future of these roads that their continued use by farmers for their vehicles and 

livestock should not be questioned whether or not their land is adjacent to the 

path.  We have received representations that most of these roads are not 

suitable for any form of motor traffic.”

“69.  We recommend that the definition “roads used as public paths” should 

be abandoned; not only is it confusing but the majority of them are unsuitable 

for motor traffic.  We also recommend that these roads should be surveyed by 

the responsible authorities who should decide in each case whether the road 

should be designated as an unclassified road, a bridleway or a footpath.  

Once taken the decision will be recorded on the definitive map and should be 

clearly marked by signposts on the road which becomes a bridleway or 

footpath.” Gosling 13

Instead of enacting this recommendation the Countryside Act 1968 (CA68) 

introduced the concept of the special review of roads used as public paths, and in 

Schedule 3 Part III, para 9 we find the term “byway open to all traffic” (byways).  

‘Road used as a public path’ was no longer to be used on definitive maps and 

statements and all such ways, and any ways that the surveying authority considered 

should have been included on the definitive map as a road used as a public path 

were to be re-classified, as footpaths, bridleways or byways under new criteria set 

out in the CA68.

Gosling attempted to clarify the situation with respect to roads used as public paths, 

however, the Committee’s report if anything caused further confusion and suggests 

that the Committee was itself confused.  For example, in the introduction the Report 

states:

“Although we are concerned with rights of way in the form of footpaths, 

bridleways and roads used as public paths, for simplicity in this report we use 

the single word “footpaths” …, except where we need to differentiate between 

them.” Gosling 6

Not only did the generic use of the word ‘footpath’ psychologically, although not 

legally, undermine the rights existing on roads used as public paths, the inclusion of 
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these roads as ‘rights of way’ was a fundamental mistake.  A ‘right of way’ was 

defined in the NPACA 1949 as:

“right of way to which this Part of the Act applies “means a right of way such 

that the land over which the right subsists is a public path.”

Roads used as public paths are excluded by their statutory definition from being 

public paths and, hence, cannot be rights of way.  This error indicates the depth of 

confusion which has arisen around the fundamentally simple concept of a road used 

mainly by walkers and riders.

8.3  Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981

The instructions in Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 s.54 say that roads used as  

public paths will be shown as byways open to all traffic (BOATs) “if a public right of 

way for vehicular traffic has been shown to exist”.  

“54.-(3) A road used as a public path shall be shown in the definitive map and 

statement as follows-

(a) if a public right of way for vehicular traffic has been shown to exist, as 

a byway open to all traffic;

(b) if paragraph (a) does not apply and public bridleway rights have not 

been shown not to exist, as a bridleway; and

(c) if neither paragraph (a) nor paragraph (b) applies, as a footpath.”

(a)

It would seem reasonable to argue that, on the balance of probabilities, the prior 

recording of a route as a road used as a public path of itself is strong prima facie 

evidence of vehicular rights, or at least that those preparing the definitive map and 

statement considered this to be the case.  Therefore, all RUPPs should become 

BOATs unless there is evidence of vehicular rights not existing.  Any other 

interpretation would be in contradiction of the provision in section 32(4)(b) of NPACA 

’49 which states that:

“… so however that this paragraph shall be without prejudice to any question 

whether the public had at that date any right of way other than the rights 

aforesaid;” DSCF1178

Although the use of ‘right of way’ is ambiguous, it appears that the intent of this 

provision was to acknowledge that vehicular rights may be presumed to  exist on 

roads used as public paths but would not be recorded by the definitive map process.  

 -  -
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As we have seen above, at the time of the ’49 Act it was unquestionably assumed 

that vehicular rights did exist on these roads.  These rights were the only thing which 

excluded ‘roads used as public paths’ from being public paths.

The default situation should therefore be that the prima facie evidence of being a 

RUPP is sufficient evidence on the balance of probability and in the absence of 

evidence to the contrary to warrant recording of the route as a BOAT.  Thus 

unclassified roads, by reason of having been listed as RUPPs, should not be lost to 

the vehicular network, as was presciently feared by the Commons, Open Spaces and 

Footpaths Preservation Society, the AA and at least one Member of Parliament.

8.4 ‘Dual Status Routes’

Dual status routes are those where, for example, a route is recorded on the highway 

authority’s List of Streets  as an unclassified road or unclassified county road, and is 

also recorded on the definitive map as a footpath, bridleway, RUPP or BOAT  

(‘Restricted Byways’ will shortly be added to this list).  This might be more properly 

termed ‘dual recording’.  Recording as a BOAT may be appropriate if the use of the 

road is mainly as a footpath or bridleway.  Recording as a RUPP may similarly be 

appropriate, although this will not be the case once Restricted Byways are introduced 

as they will introduce a further tension between any (motorised) vehicular rights 

which may exist and the limited rights defined in Restricted Byways by the 

Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.  Dual recording as a bridleway and a UCR 

is inherently contradictory but is facilitated by S32(4)(b) NPACA above.  However, 

dual recording as both a footpath on the definitive map and a road on the List of 

Streets is contradictory and investigation will be necessary to determine which is 

correct, possibly followed by a definitive map modification order. 

8.5  Recording of roads on the definitive map
It is not possible to draw firm conclusions as to the incidence of recording of 

unclassified county roads (as other classes of highway) on definitive maps without a 

highway authority by highway authority evaluation of local practices.  Such a study is 

beyond the scope of the current project.  However, such evidence as has come to 

light during this study suggests that a) highway authorities were mindful that ‘roads’ 

were not to be recorded on the definitive map and b) that this restriction was 

sometimes misunderstood and misinterpreted.

 -  -
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Evidence has been found from West Riding County Council; a minute sheet dated 

17th December 1953 records:

“1.  On the Draft Map a Path No. 10 in the Parish of Pool has been 

claimed as a public right of way.  This path is on the route of a County Road 

and should not therefore be included in the Survey.

2.  Arrangements have been made to omit this path from the 

Provisional Map.”  WRCC 17-12-1953 

This Minute is clear and concise, however an earlier Minute (19th August 1953) from 

the same organisation, signed by the same County Engineer and Surveyor, but 

probably written by a different officer, records: 

“1.  …the path referred to … is not shown for its entire length on 

the Draft Map … The reason is that [it] … is part of the County highway 

known as Gildersleets Unclassified County Road and has a paved 

carriageway.  A further length … is part of Runley Bridge Road Unclassified 

County Road, having a paved carriageway north of the railway bridge and an 

unpaved carriageway south thereof.

2.  The above lengths have not been shown on the Draft Map 

because, under Section 27(b) of the Act, footpaths “at the side of a public 

road” are specifically excluded.

3. The remainder of the path claimed by the Parish Council is shown on the 

Draft Map as Footpath No. 17 and is defined in the Statement   

accompanying the draft map as terminating on the west bank of the river at 

Path No. 16, no reference being made to the ford.  Although this length of 

path is part of the Runley Bridge Road Unclassified County Road, no 

carriageway exists, hence the path is necessarily shown on the Draft Map”.

WRCC 19-8-1953

In this minute the officer is clearly confused as to the interpretation of Section 27(b) 

and as to how UCR should be dealt with generally.  His criterion seems to be, does a 

carriageway exist?  In this he appears to be making a judgement based on physical 

attributes, hence his preoccupation with footpaths at the side of roads, but it is also 

arguable that he is saying that no carriageway rights exist on this part of the UCR 

(although there is no indication as to how he might have known this).

Physical attributes were still determining status in 1955 when a further Minute Sheet 

of 21st  February 1955 records: 
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“1.  With reference to your minute dated the 12th instant I beg to 

inform you that Softly Lane  … is recorded as an Unclassified County Road .

09 miles length.

2.  a site inspection has revealed that it has an average width of 

4’6” and has walls about 4’0” high on each side.  The footbridge is 3’0” wide 

with steel rails.

3.  I suggest that this Lane would be correctly designated as a 

footpath as it is not conceivable that any four wheeled vehicle could use [it.]”

WRCC 21-2-1955

This Minute drew the response, dated 23rd February 1955: 

“1.  With reference to your minute of the 21st. instant, would you 

please arrange for your records to be amended so that Softly Lane is deleted 

from the list of County Roads and added to the list of County Footpaths.” 

WRCC 23-2-1955

No evidence has been found, or yet sought, from other highway authorities’ records 

so it is not possible to say how widespread this confusion might be.

8.6  Conclusions

NPACA49 was drawn up with the intention of providing a definitive record of 

highways that the public had the right to use either as a footpath or bridleway.  

Unfortunately, and for unknown reasons, it attempted to also record vehicular 

highways that the public used mostly as footpaths or bridleways rather than in 

vehicles.  There was no intention to include vehicular highways that were used by the 

public mainly in vehicles. 

Roads used as public paths became known by the shorthand term of ‘RUPP’.  The 

general adoption of this new term, aided by the confusion over CRB and CRF, and 

the inclusion of RUPPs on the definitive map gave rise to the folklore that a new 

category of right of way had been created by the NPACA 1949.  However, the 

legislation did not change the status of any route and only three types of highway 

existed as before: footpaths, bridleways (with or without the right to drive animals) 

and carriageways.  RUPPs could not, by definition, be footpaths or bridleways, 

therefore they are, prima facie carriageways.  RUPP was not a new type of highway; 

it was merely a descriptive term for how some carriageways were then used.

It is generally argued that, whereas it was intended that records of footpaths and 

bridleways would be definitive, such could never be the case with RUPPs as their 
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vehicular rights were not surveyed for or tested and so could not be definitively 

recorded.  However, if instructions for mapping RUPPs were followed diligently, as 

we must assume, it would have been necessary for the surveyor to (a) consider 

whether a route was a carriageway and (b) to determine that the vehicular rights that 

existed were public, involving a degree of investigation commensurate with that for 

footpaths and bridleways.  The results of RUPP surveys were open for public scrutiny 

in the same way as footpaths and bridleways.  It might be counter-argued, therefore, 

that the recording of RUPPs was equally as robust in practice as the recording of 

footpaths and bridleways.

The recording of RUPPs on the definitive map straddled an otherwise clean split in 

responsibility for, and understanding of, ‘rights of way’ and ‘highways’.  Rights of way 

(footpaths and bridleways) were the domain of the Ministry of Town and Country 

Planning.  Highways (roads) were the domain of the Ministry of Transport.  Prima 

facie RUPPs are roads.  Arguably, therefore the ’49 Act should not have required 

them to be recorded on the definitive map and they should have remained solely on 

highway authorities’ road lists.  Had this been the practice, classified and unclassified 

roads would have been cleanly separated from public paths. 

Why were RUPPs introduced?  It can be speculated that the most minor roads which 

were of little use to motor vehicles were in danger of being lost through the 

disinterest of the MoT.  Hobhouse and others may have recognised the continuing 

value of these routes to non-motorised traffic and the concept of the RUPP arose to 

ensure their survival as a public resource.   Writing into the legislation that the 

recording of RUPPs was without prejudice to existing rights may have been intended 

to safeguard their vehicular status but was a poor substitute for the clearer ‘byways 

open to all traffic’ introduced by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. 

  

As we have seen from the single example of West Riding County Council, while the 

split between unclassified roads and rights of way should have been clear, there was 

some confusion in the practice of putting routes on the definitive map.  Only an 

authority by authority investigation can determine the extent of this confusion.

 -  -
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9. Official Interpretation

9.1  Written advice as to status

LARA and the Trail Riders Fellowship have made enquiries on separate occasions as 

to the status attached to UCRs by highways authorities.  All responses made 

available to the consultants have been reviewed and relevant sections reproduced 

below.   The full texts can be seen by following the links.   We have also collected 

official letters from Departments and Ministries and relevant sections from these are 

also shown below.  Again the full text is available by following the link.

Table 2.  Correspondence

Highway Authority Correspondence (links needed to each)

Bedfordshire, (Deputy 
County Surveyor), 
12/3/1987

“I can confirm that all roads shown in the County Council’s 
list of maintainable highways, whether classified or 
unclassified, are highways open to all traffic.” Beds 12-3-87

Berkshire, (Director of 
Highways and 
Planning), 4/3/1987

“In general the County Roads listed in accordance with the 
requirements of section 36(6) of the Highways act 1980 are 
open to all classes of traffic whether classified or 
unclassified.  However, it should be noted that in some cases 
… footways and cycleways exclusive to that class of traffic 
are also recorded in the register.” Berks 4-3-87

Cambridgeshire, (for 
Director of 
Transportation), 
27/7/1987

“I refer to your letter of 8th July and can confirm that all 
unclassified roads in the country [sic] are full public highways 
and, subject to any traffic regulation order which may be in 
force, they may be used by all traffic including vehicular.  
Public soft roads are also full highways and enjoy the same 
status.  …  You should note that no [sic] all RUPPs or former 
RUPPs are Public Soft Roads. Cambs 27-7-87

County Durham, J 
Petrie (County 
Engineer), 2/3/1987

“To answer your question in general terms, however, my 
department do hold extensive records of publicly 
maintainable highways within the County.  By and large the 
highways are open to all classes of traffic but obviously there 
will be lengths where certain classes of traffic are restricted 
or prohibited due for example to the making of weight 
restriction or other Traffic Regulation Orders or 
Pedestrianisation Orders.” Durham 2-3-87

Derbyshire County 
Council, E Hook 
(County Surveyor) to 
Miss J Tennant, 
3/6/1987

 “Unclassified County Roads carry a higher status than any 
of the public rights of way shown on the Definitive Map.  In 
strict legal terms, therefore, it is not possible to include these 
paths [sic] on the Definitive Map unless as you suggest they 
are downgraded to Byways open to all Traffic.” Derbys 3-6-87

Derbyshire, Eric Hook 
(County Surveyor), 9th 
June 1987

“Unclassified County Roads carry a higher status than any of  
the public rights of way shown on the Definitive Map.” Derbys 
9-6-87

 -  -
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Devon, M Hawkins 
(County Engineer & 
Planning Officer),  
11/3/1987

“The large majority of roads shown on the highway register 
are open to all classes of traffic although there are certain 
exceptions:-

i) Roads which are subject to traffic regulation 
orders …

ii) Roads whose legal status may be in dispute.” 
Devon 11-3-87

Devon, M Hawkins 
(County Engineer & 
Planning Officer),  
19/5/1987

“The large majority of roads shown on the highway register 
are open to all classes of traffic although there are certain 
exceptions:-

i) Roads which are subject to traffic regulation 
orders …

ii) Roads whose legal status may be in dispute.

This applies to the roads shown on the Devon Roads 
network maps irrespective of their colouring.  It should 
however be appreciated that while every effort has been 
made to ensure the accuracy of these maps, some errors 
have occurred and they cannot therefore be regarded as 
conclusive proof of a public road.” Devon 19-5-87

Dyfed, V B D Williams 
(County Engineer & 
Surveyor), 26/2/1987

“I refer to your letter dated 17th February 1987 and would 
confirm that the answer to your enquiry is prima facie yes.”
Dyfed 17-2-87

Essex County Council,  
for R Adcock (Chief 
Exec. & Clerk), 
25/2/1987

“… I would confirm that the highways shown on that list [the 
S.36 HA 80 List of Streets] will be public vehicular highways 
unless otherwise expressly indicated.” Essex 25-2-87

Essex County Council,  
for R Adcock (Chief 
Exec. & Clerk), 
5/6/1987

“In answer to your query, all unclassified County Roads 
within Essex do have public vehicular rights.” Essex 5-6-87

Gwent CC, G S Probert 
(County Planning 
Officer) 19/10/87.

“In your letter you refer to U.C.R.’s.  These are County 
unclassified roads that are the responsibility of the County 
Surveyor, and carry full vehicular rights.” Gwent 19-10-87

Gwynedd CC, H Ellis 
Hughs (County Sec. & 
Sol.), 19/3/1987

“I would inform you that whilst all the classified roads, i.e. 
Class I, II, and III roads, are open to all classes of traffic, … 
this cannot be held as true for all unclassified roads.
The right or type of usage on such highways will depend on 
historical evidence of usage and will vary from case to case.” 
Gwynedd 19-3-87

Herefordshire, Mr 
Bucktin (for County Sec 
& Sol), 13/1/1987.

“… the list [S.36 HA 80] was compiled from records which 
were often inadequate with some inaccuracies and 
inconsistencies.  Therefore, some roads shown cannot be 
traversed by normal vehicular traffic whilst, in others no trace 
of way exists.  However, a member of the public is entitled to 
use, or try and use on any of the roads listed a vehicle 
legally equipped for use on the public highway.” Herefordshire 
13-1-87

Hereford & Worcester, 
J Renney (County Sec. 
& Sol.), 27/5/1987

“The statutory need to produce a list of streets is met by the 
preparation of two lists; one for vehicular streets 
maintainable by the public; the second being a definitive 
public rights of way statement. Hereford & Worcs 27-5-87 
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Lincolnshire, G Brown 
(for Director of 
highways & Planning), 
2/3/1987

“Whilst it is true that the overwhelming majority of roads 
maintainable at the public expense, whether classified or 
unclassified, are open to all traffic, this clearly does not apply 
to the total county highway network with a considerable 
number of roads subject to Traffic Regulation Orders in order 
to achieve environmental objectives or satisfy structural 
requirements.”  Lincolnshire 2-3-87

Mid Glamorgan CC, D 
Hugh Thomas (County 
Clerk & Co-Ordinator), 
6/3/1987

“… I would confirm that all classified and unclassified and in 
fact all non-maintainable highways, in Mid Glamorgan are 
highways open to all classes of traffic.” Mid Glamorgan 6-3-87

Norfolk, N Hancox (for 
Chief Exec. & Clerk), 
19/3/1987

“I can confirm that the computerized list of classified and 
unclassified roads maintained in this office under section 36 
(6)  of the Highways Act 1980, is of highways open to all 
classes of traffic and which are maintainable at the public’s 
expense.”
“The road list takes no account of roads used mainly as 
public paths or byways.  We have as yet no byways which 
are maintainable at the public expense.” Norfolk 19-3-87

Northamptonshire, S 
Fitzgerald (Definitive 
Map Officer), 8/6/1998.

“All unclassified roads within the county have full vehicular 
rights, subject to any traffic regulation order which may be 
placed on any particular road.” Northants 8-6-98

Northumberland, P J 
Rothwell (County sec. 
& solicitor), 23/2/87

“The short answer to your question is that I can so 
confirm.”  [Response to LARA question by D Gordon – need 
to have a copy of the question.] Northmblnd 23-2-87

Oxfordshire, Assistant 
County Surveyor, 17th 
June 1987

“Unclassified county roads are legally available to all classes 
of user unless specifically restricted.” Oxon 17-6-87

Oxfordshire County 
Council, Land & 
Highways Record 
Manager,  2001

 “I am writing to confirm that any route with dual status i.e. 
CRB or CRF and unclassified unmetalled would keep the 
higher classification of unclassified unmetalled.  This would 
mean that public vehicular rights would still remain and not 
be affected.” OCC 24-1-01

Rotherham, A Savage 
(Countryside & RoW 
Officer), 9/1/04

“The list of Unclassified County Roads features 84 routes in 
Rotherham.  An initial study of the routes was undertaken in 
October 2002 in order to assess the current and usage.  The 
survey revealed that the majority of the routes are metalled 
and used as part of the recognised network of metalled 
roads.  The remainder are unmetalled lanes which are 
mostly rural in character.” Rotherham 9-1-04 1

Shropshire, R C Sawtell 
(County Secretary), 
11/3/87

“In general, maintainable County roads are highways open to 
all classes of vehicles.” Salop 11-3-87
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Solihull, C Marsh, 
9/1/04.

“Advising you now in the most general terms about those 
routes legally open to motorists within the Solihull Borough, I 
would comment as follows.
Motorists can currently be safely presumed to be entitled to 
use all those publicly maintainable roads that are shown in 
the List of Streets and that have been metalled by the 
Council or its predecessors; plus those routes recorded as 
Byways Open to All traffic on the DMS.”
“Less certainty can be attached to any supposition that 
motorists are entitled to use those ways designated as ‘E-
roads’ upon the List of Streets, which are predominantly 
unsurfaced on the ground. … Although we acknowledge that 
such routes will have a likely status of bridleway or 
carriageway, we are not generally able to give you 
immediate guidance as to which particular status applies.”
[Seems to imply that physical characteristics are an 
important factor in determining status.] Solihull 9-1-04 1 Solihull 
9-1-04 2 Solihull 9-1-04 3

Somerset, D J R Clark 
(County Solicitor), 
12/3/1987

“All County roads are technically open to all classes of 
traffic.” Somerset CC 12-3-1987

Staffs CC, B A Price 
(Chief Executive), 
3/6/87

“The County Surveyor has advised me that as far as he is 
aware unclassified county roads in Staffordshire are open to 
all classes of traffic unless restricted by a Traffic Regulation 
Order.” Staffs 3-6-87

Suffolk, K W Stevens 
(County Solicitor), 
27/2/1987

“ I can confirm that the highways shown in the County 
Council’s list of maintainable highways are open to all 
classes of traffic in that the list does not include routes which 
are footways only.” Suffolk 27-2-87

Surrey, J A Bergg 
(County Engineer), 
20/3/87

“Within the County of Surrey all un-classified County roads 
are maintainable at public expense.  As such the County 
Council consider that all un-classified county roads which 
include roads used as public paths have carriage rights over 
them.” Surrey 20-3-87

Surrey, J A Bergg 
(County Engineer), 
24/3/87

“I am unable to confirm that all such listed streets are open 
to all classes of traffic.” Surrey 24-3-87

Warwickshire, Tony 
Holmes (Traffic and 
Highways Information), 
8/1/04

“For day to day purposes we usually assume that vehicle 
rights do indeed exist on motorways, trunk roads A, B & C 
class roads, and all unclassified roads, (whether adopted or 
not) currently recorded on our Highway Network Database.” 
Warks 8-1-04 1 Warks 8-1-04 2

Warwickshire, I G 
Caulfield (Chief Exec.), 
10/6/87

“… Not all roads shown in the Council’s list of maintainable 
highways are open to all classes of traffic owing to the 
existence of certain road traffic regulation orders.  Also, the 
status of certain of the routes has been questioned and 
these will be examined in the near future.”  Warks 10-6-87

West Glamorgan CC, M 
E J Rush (County 
Clerk), 20/2/1987

“Not all the roads shown in the list of maintainable highways 
are open to all classes of traffic.” West Glamorgan 20-2-87

West Sussex, E M 
Holdsworth (County 
Secretary), 25/2/87

“… I can confirm that all ~County roads whether classified or 
unclassified that are maintainable by the County Council are 
highways open to all classes of traffic.” West Sussex 25-2-87

Wiltshire, J G P Davies 
(County Surveyor), 
18/11/86

“I consider that all unclassified county roads within Wiltshire 
have public vehicular rights.” Wilts CC 18-11-1986

 -  -
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Wiltshire, N A Smith 
(County Sec. & 
Solicitor), 6/3/87

“I write to confirm that all roads in the County of Wiltshire, 
whether classified or unclassified, are highways open to all 
classes of traffic, subject, of course, to any traffic regulation 
order which may be in force..” Wilts 6-3-87

Wrexham, G Griffiths, 
8-1-04

“I would point out that some roads recorded as unclassified 
publicly maintainable highways might not be accessible with 
a vehicle owing to the width or gradient of the road or other 
physical features.”  Wrexham 8-1-04

The abstracts of highway authority correspondence shown above represent all of the 

relevant correspondence available to us.  This sample is not random and may not be 

accurately representative, however, we can use it to separate the opinions of the 

authorities as to the status of UCRs at the time of writing.  The Table 3 below gives 

our interpretation of the authorities belief in the rights pertaining to UCRs:

Table 3  Status assumed by authority

Open to all traffic Not open to all traffic Uncertain

Bedfordshire Gwynedd Rotherham

Berkshire West Glamorgan Shropshire

Cambridgeshire Solihull

County Durham Wrexham

Derbyshire

Devon

Dyfed

Essex

Gwent

Herefordshire

Hereford and Worcester

Lincolnshire

Mid Glamorgan

Norfolk

Northamptonshire

Northumberland

Oxfordshire

Somerset

Staffordshire

Suffolk

Surrey

Warwickshire

West Sussex

Wiltshire
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Table 4 Departmental advice

Departmental Advice

DoE, 9/6/83 from CF 
Hart to Ms Herbst, 
secretary of Rights of 
Way Review 
Committee

 “in a large majority of authorities, the term ‘unclassified 
road’ was used to cover only those (unclassified) ways which 
were believed to have vehicular rights over them.”  “We see 
no reason why ways which have been listed as UCRs should 
not be shown on definitive maps, and in particular shown as 
byways (or, under the 1949/1968 Act system, qualify as 
RUPPs) provided the criteria are met.” DoE 9-6-83

DoE, J Latham 
(Countryside division), 
2/3/92

“Our understanding is that unclassified county roads are 
vehicular highways” DoE 2-3-1992

DoE, Martin Steer, 
26/3/97

“In general an UCR is a highway maintainable at public 
expense over which the public have a right of way for 
vehicular traffic.”
“If a way is recorded as a UCR, or its equivalent, then in the 
Department’s opinion it would not be appropriate to record it 
as a BOAT and place it on the definitive map.”
“Until this exercise has taken place in respect of any 
individual RUPP [RUPP reclassification] it would be unwise 
to make any assumptions as to whether vehicular rights 
exist.”  DoE 26-3-97 1 DoE 26-3-97 2

DoE, Martin Steer, 
6/6/1997

“In general an UCR is a highway maintainable at public 
expense over which the public have a right of way for 
vehicular traffic.”
“If a way is recorded as a UCR, or its equivalent, then in the 
Department’s opinion it would not be appropriate to record it 
as a BOAT and place it on the definitive map.” DoE 6-6-97

DETR, S Carter (Head 
of Countryside Division) 
to Chief Executives,  
24/8/1998.

‘This letter is to advise you of the conclusions reached by the 
Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions on 
the interpretation of the term “unclassified county 
road” (UCR).  This advice replaces previous advice, usually 
given in response to specific enquiries rather than a general 
statement, which was withdrawn in March 1998.’

‘The term “unclassified road” was made redundant by the 
Local Government Act 1972.  Some routes may, however, be 
described as unclassified county roads (UCRs) on certain 
documents, including the list of highways maintained at 
public expense.’

‘… the inclusion of a highway described as a UCR on the 
Highways Act list of highways maintained at public expense 
may provide evidence of vehicular rights.  However, this 
must be considered with all other relevant evidence in order 
to determine the nature and extent of those rights.’

‘Against this background, we have concluded that we cannot 
offer any guidance which is applicable in all cases on the 
rights that exist over routes known as UCRs.  Any questions 
about the status of such routes, and the rights that exist over 
them, will need to be resolved by highway authorities on a 
case-by-case basis.’  DETR 24-8-98 a DETR 24-8-98 b

 -  -
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DETR, Martin Steer,  to 
B W Lewis, 30/9/1998.

 ‘Where a question of the rights which exist over a UCR is 
raised, that would need to be decided on a case-by-case 
basis.  This would be of interest to any authority either 
determining an application for a definitive map modification 
order under section 53 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act, or 
reclassifying a road used as a public path under section 54…  
The letter was not intended to indicate that authorities should 
now regard any way known as a UCR as not carrying 
vehicular rights nor was it intended as a prompt to authorities 
to consider adding UCRs to, or removing them from, their 
definitive maps or lists of streets.’

‘Where a route once was, or is currently known by the term 
“unclassified county road”, but is recorded by a highway 
authority on road maps or the list of streets as an all-purpose 
carriageway, then that would seem to be a clear indication 
that vehicular rights exist over it.  As I said quite clearly in my 
letter of 15 September, where a UCR carries vehicular rights 
those rights remain, unless they have been extinguished by 
due process of law.’ DETR 30-9-98

Advice from Government Departments has become less certain over time.  However, 

it appears to continue to support a presumption of vehicular rights on unclassified 

county roads, although, in relation to recording rights of way on the definitive map, 

increasingly the advice is that all routes being considered in the context of definitive 

map modification orders must be looked at on their individual merits.  For example, 

Martin Steer’s letter of 30/9/1998 is quite specific in that his advice re the need for 

individual assessment is only to be taken in the context of applications for DMMO or 

re-classification of RUPPs.

9.2  Conclusions

While there was an overwhelming belief among highway authorities that their 

unclassified county roads were public highways open to all classes of traffic, this 

belief was not unanimous.  It is believed that all highway authorities were asked the 

same question at the same time but obviously not all have replied.  We cannot tell 

whether or not the non-respondent authorities would have followed this distribution.  

However, for the responding authorities, the conclusion must be that most authorities 

believed their UCRs to be vehicular highways, adding weight to the presumption, on 

the balance of probabilities, that UCRs are vehicular highways.

The Government advice through the Departments does not contradict this but has 

moved away from making general statements about UCRs towards stressing the 

need for them to be looked at individually on their merits.  No differentiation is made 

in the advice given between sealed and un-sealed roads. 

 -  -
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10. Road Lists

10.1  Relationship between definitive map records and list of 
streets

The Hobhouse Committee in its consideration of the maintenance and repair of rights 

of way identified a problem concerning the maintenance of rights of way by highway 

authorities:

“The Common Law liability of the inhabitants at large for the maintenance of 

the highways was ordered by the Highway Act 1835 to be exercised by the 

Surveyors of Highways.  Today, the functions of the Surveyors are exercised 

by the highways authorities, i.e. in rural districts by the county councils and in 

boroughs and urban districts by borough and urban district councils.

The Common Law liability of the inhabitants at large for the maintenance of 

the highways remains of course unaffected by the change which has taken 

place in the machinery for the exercise of this duty, but a number of highways 

authorities have invoked Section 23 of the Highway Act 1835 as justifying the 

view that highway authorities are not liable to maintain all the rights of way 

referred to in our terms of reference.  That Section states that no ‘ Road or 

Occupation Way’, dedicated or created after 20 March, 1835 shall be deemed 

to be repairable by the highway authority unless the individual or body 

dedicating it gave notice to the authority and made it up to the prescribed 

width in a manner to the satisfaction of the Surveyor and of two magistrates.  

These conditions have seldom been observed in respect of footpaths and it 

seems to us that the Section was never intended to apply to public footpaths, 

bridlepaths and driftways.  As Section 23 of the Act refers only to the roads 

and occupation ways a prima facie duty to maintain all other rights of way 

would appear to rest upon highway authorities.  On this interpretation 

footpaths, bridlepaths and driftways would not be comprehended in the 

description “roads” or “occupation ways” used in Section 23 of the Highway 

Act 1835.  This matter of legal doubt will however have no further practical 

importance if the recommendation contained in paragraph 66 is 

adopted.”  [That the statutory liability to repair all rights of way be placed with 

the highway authorities, i.e., what became in the event SS 47- 50 NPACA49]

18 Hobhouse 10 Hobhouse 11

 -  -

18 Paragraphs 59 and 60 “Hobhouse” report
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This seems to indicate that despite the view of some county authorities19 as held in 

1929/30 that they were indeed taking over maintenance responsibilities for footpaths 

when highways were “handed over” to them on 1 April 1930, by 1947 many were 

arguing that they had no such responsibilities, or no such responsibilities for 

maintenance of rights of way that could not be proven to exist prior to 20 March, 

1835.

As noted above the NPACA49 sought to remedy the problem that the Hobhouse 

Committee identified, by placing maintenance responsibility for footpaths and 

bridleways on the highway authority.  It is often argued that as highways maintainable 

at public expense, all rights of way that are now shown on the definitive map and 

statement that are publicly maintainable should also be shown on the list of streets, 

this is undoubtedly legally the case.  However, in practice few authorities have added 

these rights of way to their list of streets.20

In considering list of streets records and the relationship between them and the first 

definitive maps, it must be remembered that County Councils, the authorities that 

largely compiled definitive maps, were not statutorily required to produce lists of 

streets until the advent of the Highways Act 1980.  Thus at the time the original 

definitive maps were prepared County Councils did not, in law, have lists of streets, 

per se, to add rights of way to.

It is, however, clear that in this period most County Councils compiled and kept 

highway records that equate to the list of streets (that the urban authorities were 

legally obliged to keep).  It is also our experience that the general practice was for 

County Councils not to include footpaths and bridleways shown on the definitive map 

and statement on these records.21 

Further, the areas that could be excluded from the requirement to produce a 

definitive map included urban areas where the requirement to keep of list of streets 

was a statutory one.  The anomaly is County Borough Council areas which were 

excluded, but which again appeared not to be legally obliged to keep a List of 

Streets.

 -  -

19 See for example correspondence between Bedfordshire CC and Huntingdonshire CC in 
Bedfordshire Record Office file HiV 109

20 It might be useful to research how many have done so, and when this exercise was done.

21 Whilst this is a view based on our experience it is not as yet supported by actual research.
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.2 Other ‘lists’ and schedules

As is plain from 10.1 above, the ‘List of Streets’ is a confusing and often 

misunderstood concept.  Prior to 1980 there was only a duty to maintain a List of 

Streets in urban districts.  County Councils were not required to maintain such a list.  

However, they did of course have need to record their routes for maintenance 

purposes, including making annual returns and grant claims to the Ministry of 

Transport and its successors.  It is inconceivable that, given the importance of grant 

aid for road maintenance, records of maintainable roads were not kept by every 

highway authority.  However, as we have seen so often, while in theory it was quite 

clear that only vehicular routes were to benefit from grant aid, it began to be the 

practice in some authorities to claim for bridleways and footpaths also.  Instructions 

from the MoT (see 7.2 above) in the 1960s made it very clear that this was wrong 

and so lists from the mid to late ‘60s, where they exist, may be regarded as 

particularly accurate records of roads.

10.2.1 Local Government Act, 1929, ‘Handover Records’

The obvious time for the counties to first create a list or map of the roads they were 

liable to maintain was following the Local Government Act, 1929, and their acquisition 

of highway responsibilities in rural areas.  However, there was no statutory obligation 

to create such documents and consequently such ‘handover maps’ are often not 

available, were never made, or were inadequately labelled to subsequently 

determine their provenance 75 years later.  The availability and authenticity of such 

maps needs to be assessed on a county by county basis.  But it should be noted 

that, even where apparently good records were kept, they were working documents 

and not publicly tested, therefore they cannot be considered to be definitive, as was 

intended for rights of way maps.  Nevertheless, where ‘handover maps’ do exist, they 

must be treated as good prima facie evidence of vehicular status on the routes they 

show unless there is evidence that that particular county also included rights of way 

as ‘roads’ and did not differentiate between them.

10.2.2 Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935.

The Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935, gave county councils the power to 

restrict development alongside roads.  But to take advantage of these powers, the 

authority had to first publish a schedule of roads to which the provisions would apply.  

We have not systematically looked for these schedules but we are aware that 

 -  -
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detailed schedules were drawn up and published for Wiltshire WCC RORDA schedules1.  

Cumbria also drew up schedules22 and it seems reasonable to assume that many 

other counties did likewise.  Where they exist, these schedules will provide strong 

evidence of public vehicular rights on the roads they list.

10.3 Conclusions

It is unlikely that footpaths and bridleways recorded on the definitive map and 

statement under NPACA49 would be recorded onto lists of streets as at the time the 

County Councils were under no statutory duty to compile lists of streets.

Undoubtedly, County Councils held highway records, however it has been our 

general experience to date that these did not encompass those highways that were, 

in fact, footpaths and bridleways shown on the definitive map. 

 On some definitive maps there are instances of “dual status” routes – perhaps more 

properly called “dual-recorded routes”, routes that are shown as footpath or bridleway 

on the definitive map and are also recorded on the list of streets.  In the case of those 

ways that are recorded as bridleways, this dual recording might be explained by the 

advice in Circular 58/53 (58-53 2).  Equally, such instances might be explained by the 

confusion created by the term RUPP and the complications of the use of the terms 

CRB and CRF.   The frequently occurring separation of ‘highways’ and ‘rights of way’ 

functions within different highway authority departments may have exacerbated any 

potential for duplication.  

Further research into these instances might help to explain why dual recording 

happened, but this does seem to have been the exception rather than the rule.  The 

rule seems to have been that roads were recorded on the list of streets and the only 

non-vehicular highways recorded on the list of streets were urban or semi-urban 

footpaths – what might be termed estate paths.

Broadly, public footpaths, public bridleways and RUPPs were recorded on the 

definitive map and statement, roads other than the roads used mainly as public paths 

were not so recorded and roads that were publicly maintainable were recorded on 

 -  -

22 Alan Kind, pers. comm.
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lists of streets and on highway records kept by County Councils between 1930 and 

1980.

Schedules drawn up under the Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935, and 

‘Handover records’ can provide strong evidence of public vehicular rights on the 

roads that they list.

 -  -
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11.  General Conclusions
♣ The meaning of words drifts over time.  Acts of Parliament need to be 

interpreted in the context of their own time.  It is the contemporaneous 

meaning which is important, not the historical meaning, nor the modern 

meaning, no matter how ‘obvious’ the word.

♣ The words used in any Act need to be interpreted in the context of that Act 

unless the Act specifically refers to a definition contained in another Act.

♣ Glen was wrong to say that all highways in rural areas, including footpaths 

and bridleways, were roads and therefore county roads.  This argument was 

based upon flawed logic and took both the Highways Act,1835, and the Local 

Government Act, 1929, definitions out of their time and context.  Furthermore, 

he disregarded significant restrictors written in to the definitions sections of 

the Acts.

♣ The word ‘road’ is used inconsistently and often as a straight synonym for 

‘highway’.  However, the terms ‘county road’ and ‘unclassified road’ are used 

consistently and unambiguously to refer to public vehicular highways.

♣ Prima facie UCRs were intended by statute to be public vehicular highways 

which were not classified or trunk roads.

♣ ‘Road’, as used in ‘road used as a public path’, means a public vehicular 

highway.

♣ Confusion over what was to be recorded as a county road has led to some 

bridleways and footpaths being included by some local highway authorities.  

Although significant, the scarcity of rights of way records at the time implies 

that this number will be small.

♣ Road Grants were intended only for public vehicular highways, potentially (but 

not usually in practice) including all unclassified roads.

♣ Some highway authorities used the confusion over county roads to increase 

their General Grant claims by including footpaths and bridleways in their road 

mileages.  Post 1966 claims should be accurate and provide good evidence 

of routes regarded by the highway authority as public vehicular routes.

 -  -
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♣ In 1949 it was understood and accepted by all parties to the National Parks 

and Access to the Countryside Act that those roads to be recorded as ‘roads 

used as public paths’ were vehicular highways.

♣ The Gosling Committee misunderstood the name ‘RUPP’.  A road used as a 

public path can legally only be a vehicular highway.

♣ Roads, except for those used mainly as public paths, were not to be recorded 

on the definitive map of rights of way.

♣ Some roads were mistakenly recorded as footpaths or bridleways.

♣ The rights existing on RUPPs could not be definitively recorded.

♣ The instructions produced for the 1949 Act by the Commons, Open Spaces 

and Footpaths Preservation Society, and approved by the Minister, created 

confusion by introducing the terms CRB and CRF.

♣ Of those highway authorities whose views are known, the large majority 

believed their UCRs to be vehicular highways.

♣ Government Department advice is consistent with UCRs being vehicular 

highways, but increasingly recognises that definitive map modification orders 

and re-classification should be considered on an individual route by route 

basis.

11.1  Summary Conclusion

Unclassified county roads are public vehicular highways.  While doubt may be 

attached to individual routes in some authorities, where there is no specific 

evidence to the contrary, the balance of probability must be that routes 

recorded as UCRs are vehicular highways.

 -  -
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12.  Recommendations for further work

♣ The legal case appears to be quite clear cut; unclassified county roads were 

intended by law to be vehicular highways.  However, this certainty has to be 

tempered by the practices of individual highway authorities.  Where an 

authority included rights of way as county roads, the prima facie evidence of 

being listed as a UCR is undermined.  The practice of recording UCRs should 

now be examined on an authority by authority basis.

♣ In looking at UCRs we have made significant progress in understanding roads 

used as public paths.  This area of confusion could be further clarified by 

continuing the investigation into why it was considered desirable to record 

such routes on the definitive map.  Who asked for this?  What did they wish to 

achieve by it?  How did it get onto the legislation?  Clarifying the RUPP issue 

could be extremely important with the advent of Restricted Byways.

♣ Claims for Road Grant and General Grant using road mileages offer useful 

evidence of overall lengths of vehicular highways.  Having looked at the 

process, and found the inconsistencies, it would be beneficial to look at 

individual highway authority returns, particularly post 1966.

♣ Schedules drawn up under the Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935, 

will be available for counties other than Wiltshire and Cumbria.  It would be 

helpful to carry out an authority by authority search for these.

♣ It is our experience (not noted previously in this report) that the number of 

RUPPs recorded varies enormously between authorities.  It is thought that 

further light could be shed on this phenomenon by looking at the recording 

forms sent out to the parishes at the time of the survey.  For example, 

Buckinghamshire County Council’s recording form only allowed for the 

recording of footpaths or bridleways ROW recording 2 ROW recording 2a, Bucks had 

very few RUPPs recorded.  Further, review of the ratios of RUPP to all rights 

of way through the draft, provisional and definitive map stages would illustrate 

continuity, or otherwise, of approach.

♣ Individual authority’s practices in drawing up their list of streets should be 

reviewed to determine if this was done by creating an entirely new list or by 

appending a ‘road’ list to the definitive map and statement.

 -  -
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13. Appendices
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13.1 Chronology of Acts

Date and statute Theme Note

1835 Highway 
Act
(Remained in 
force till 1959)

Highway 
Authority

Introduced the annual election of a surveyor of highways 
(though the post had existed since well before this date) by 
the inhabitants in vestry assembled.  Surveyor could be 
paid.  Two or more parishes could be united in a highway 
district, with mutual agreement of the parishes and consent 
of the Justices.  In large parishes boards (population of 
more than 5,000) of surveyors could be appointed. (Source 
Owston).  End of statute labour – introduction of Highway 
rate, rudimentary “adoption” provisions (Source RWLR 
Section 1.1 P33/34)

1862 Highway 
Act

Highway 

Authority

“An Act for the better management of highways in England” 
the intention was to “take away the individual responsibility 
of each separate parish surveyor” (Owston P12) and vest 
the responsibility for management of the highway with 
highway boards analogous in constitution to the boards of 
guardians who administered the poor law (Source Owston).  

Adoption of 

roads

S36 allowed the inhabitants in vestry assembled, to, with the 

consent of the owners and occupiers of a driftway, private 

carriage or occupation road, instruct the surveyor to apply to 

the Justices for a declaration that the road should become 

repairable at public expense and for it to be a public 

carriageroad – another form of more formal adoption.

1864 Highway 

Act

Highway 

Authority

Effected amendments to 1862 Act.

1878 Highway 
and Locomotives 
(Amendment) 
Act 

Classification 
of highways – 
main roads

S 13 Roads disturnpiked between 31/12/1870 and 
16/08/1878 (coming into effect of this Act) became main 
roads
S 15 “Whereas it appears to any highway authority that any 
highway within their district ought to become a main road by 
reason of its being a medium of communication between 
great towns, or a thoroughfare to a railway station, or 
otherwise, such highway authority may apply to the county 
authority for an order declaring such road, as to such parts 
as aforesaid, to be a main road; and the county authority, if 
of the opinion that there is probably cause for the 
application, shall cause the road to be inspected, and if 
satisfied that it ought to be a main road, shall make an order 
accordingly.  A copy of the order so made shall be forthwith 
deposited at the office of the clerk of the peace of the 
county, and shall be open to the inspection of persons 
interested at all reasonable hours; and the order so made 
shall not be of any validity unless and until it is confirmed by 
a further order of the county authority made within a period 
of not more than six months after the making of the first- 
mentioned order.”
NB at this point the County Authority would be (I assume 
from my reading) the Justices at Quarter Sessions.
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1888 Local 
Government Act 
(England and 
Wales) 

Creation of County Councils

Maintenance S 11(1) Every road designated a “main road” by the 
Highway and Locomotive Amendment Act 1878 became the 
maintenance responsibility of the County Council (except 
those in Urban District Council areas, and by S97 those that 
were repairable by persons or bodies liable by reason of 
tenure, etc.)

Classification 
of highways – 
main roads

S 11 (7) A Council could declare new “main roads” provided 
that the road was placed in proper repair – given that this 
involved taking on a financial liability I assume that this 
would, normally, be done by resolution of the Council or its 
Highways Committee.

Maintenance - 
agency

S 11 (4) the County Council could contract any district 
council to maintain any main road

1894 Local 
Government Act

Creation of Rural District Councils, which took over 
highways other than main roads in rural areas and had the 
duties and powers of either the parishes or the highway 
board.  Parishes ceased to have any responsibilities for 
highways (though immediately prior to Act there were 
approximately 5000 parishes annually electing a surveyor 
as they had done since at least 1836, and repairing their 
highways as they had done since 1555).

1909 
Development 
and Roads 
Improvement 
Funds Act (Part 
2)

Improvements Set up the Road board, which had powers to advance funds 
to County Councils for the construction of new roads or 
the improvement of existing roads and could itself construct 
and maintain new roads. S 8(5) defined the improvement of 
roads for the purposes of Part 2 S 8 of the Act as:
includes the widening of any road the cutting off the corners 
of any road, the levelling of roads, the treatment of a road 
for mitigating the nuisance of dust and the doing of any 
other work in respect of roads beyond ordinary repairs 
essential to placing a road in a proper state of repair….”

The Road Board came to an end during WW1 (Source Rees 

Jeffries)

1919 The 

Ministry of 

Transport Act

Classification 
of highways

S 17(2) “For the purposes of advances for the construction, 
improvement or maintenance of roads, the Minister may, 
after consultation with the Roads Committee hereinafter 
referred to and the local authorities affected classify roads 
in such manner as he sees fit, and may, by agreement with 
the local authority responsible for the maintenance of such 
roads, defray half the salary and establishment charges of 
the engineer or surveyor to a local authority responsible for 
the maintenance of such roads subject to the condition that 
the appointment, retention, and dismissal of such engineer 
or surveyor, and the amount of such establishment charges, 
shall be subject to the approval of the minister.” 
S 22 Set up the Road Committee, which appears to have 
advised the Minister on the classification of roads.
Road is not defined specifically in the 1919 Act, however, S 
2 setting out the powers and duties of the Minister refers to 
“roads, bridges and ferries and vehicles and traffic thereon”.  
The implication being that road as used in the Act means 
something used by vehicles.  Since the purpose of 
classification of roads was for advancement of public funds, 
roads are inherently public.
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1925 Public 
Health Act

List of Streets S 84 required every Urban authority to prepare a list of the 
streets within their district, which are repairable by the 
public at large – this list was open to public inspection.

1929 Local 
Government Act

Highway 
authority 

RDCs ceased to be highway authorities – roads in the rural 
areas became the responsibility of the County Council.  
There was no legal requirement for “handover” documents 
to be compiled but due to scale of task most authorities 
seem to have compiled some sort of documentation.

Glen’s Local Government Act 1929 states:

"The Act (s 134) defines 'roads' as meaning highways 
repairable by the inhabitants at large, and as including 
bridges so repairable carrying roads, and does not define 
'highways'.  By section 5 of the Highway Act 1835, 
"highways shall be understood to mean all roads, bridges 
(not being county bridges) carriageways, cartways, 
horseways, bridleways, footways, causeways, churchways 
and pavements".  So that if any of these various kinds of 
ways, including, it will be noticed, even a footway, is 
repairable by the inhabitants at large, it will be a "road".  If it 
is not so repairable it will not be a "road" and therefore not a 
'county road', or an 'unclassified road'.  The Act (s 29 (1)) 
makes "county roads" of three kinds of roads, namely (a) 
roads which, on April 1, 1930, are "main roads", (b) roads 
which become main roads and (c) every road as respects 
which a county council becomes the "highway authority" 
under the Act.  The Act amends the law as to declaring 
roads to be "county roads" (s 37)"

Maintenance - 
agency

(RWLR S1.1 page 44) The Act provided that a district 
council could seek the delegation of functions from the 
County Council for any part of the classified road network 
and/or for all of the unclassified roads in the district.  

1959 Highways 
Act

List of Streets S38 (6) “The council of every borough and urban district 
shall cause to be made, and shall keep corrected up to 
date, a list of the streets within their area which are 
highways maintainable at public expense; and every list 
made under this sub-section shall be kept deposited at the 
offices of the council by whom it was made and may be 
inspected by any person free of charge at all reasonable 
hours.”

1959 Highways 
Act

Financial 
Advances

S 235 Empowered the Minister to make financial advances 
to local authorities for the construction or improvements to 
highways and roads, by way of grant, loan or a mixture of 
grant and loans.
S 235 (7) states:
“Nothing in this section shall be taken as authorising the 
making of any grants which before the passing of the Local 
Government Act 1929, were made as classification grants in 
respect of classified roads in county boroughs or as grants 
for the maintenance of highways, not being classified roads, 
in counties.”
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1966 Local 

Government Act

Classification 
of highways

S 27(4) Any road which had been classified under earlier 
enactments remained classified as Class I, II or III for the 
purposes of making advances under the Highways Act 
1959.
S 27(2) empowered the Minister to classify roads for the 
purposes of making advances under HA 59 S 235.
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13.2 Glossary of terms

Name Meaning Comment

Main Road Term used before 1 April 1930 and 
which meant in county areas:
(a) Any road which ceased to be a 
turnpike road between 31/12/1870 
and 16/08/1878 and which was not 
ordered to remain an ordinary 
highway
(b) Any road which was a turnpike on 
16/08/1878 and then ceased to be a 
turnpike
(c) Any road declared by quarter 
sessions to be a main road between 
16/08/1878 and 1 April 1889
(d) Any road declared a main road by 
a county council after 1 April 1889
(e) Any road constructed by a county 
council which had received an 
advance of funds from the Road 
Board (or latterly the Minister).
Outside London every road which 
was a main road on 1 April 1930 
became a ‘county road’

County Road The term ‘county road’ is no longer 
used to describe a class of highway, 
but must be understood in the 
context of the list of streets and other 
highway records and the legislation 
that prevailed at the time.

Under the 1929 Act ‘county road’ 
included any road, which was on the 
1 April 1930 a main road.  It also 
included every other road for which 
the county council became the 
highway authority on 1 April 1930.  In 
rural areas this was, generally, all 
highways maintainable at public 
expense, but in urban areas it was 
only the main or classified roads.

Under the Highways Act 1959, all 
existing county roads retained this 
status, additionally any road 
constructed by the county council 
under various powers, and any road 
appropriated or transferred to the 
council was a county road and a 
county council could declare any 
road a county road.

The term ‘county road’ was 
created by the Local 
Government Act 1929 (s 29(1)) 
repealed. It was retained by the 
Highways Act 1959 (s 295) and 
was made redundant for the 
purposes of advances by the 
Local Government Act 1972, 
but was retained in the 
Highways Act 1980
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Classified 
Road

This term originates from the Ministry 
of Transport Act 1919 for the 
purposes of making advances of 
funds.  The 1919 Act was amended 
by the Local Government Act 1966, 
so as to extend classification to three 
classes of road (from two). Roads 
ceased to be classified for this 
purpose on 1 April 1975, but the term 
continues to be used by virtue of S12 
of the Highways Act 1980.

Unclassified 
County Road 
(UCR)

This term had and has no precise 
legal meaning but it follows that an 
inference may be drawn that it was a 
county road of lesser status.  

Guidance has been given in the 
Planning Inspectorate’s 
Consistency Guidelines (Para 
2.44) about what inference may 
be drawn from the term UCR in 
highway records as to the 
precise nature of rights therein.

Road Highway statute does not define 
road.

Halsbury (Vol 21 para 8) is helpful:

“At common law highways are of 
three kinds according to the degree 
of restriction of the public rights of 
passage over them.  A ‘cartway’ or 
‘carriageway’ is a highway over which 
the public has a right of way (1) on 
foot, (2) riding on or accompanied by 
a beast of burden, or (3) with 
vehicles and cattle.  A bridleway is a 
highway over which the rights of 
passage are cut down by the 
exclusion of the right of passage with 
vehicles and sometimes, although 
not invariably, the exclusion of the 
right of driftway, that is driving cattle, 
while a footpath is one over which 
there is a public right of passage on 
foot.”

Definitions of these three kinds 
of highway at common law are 
to be found in Suffolk County 
Council v Mason [1979].
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Highway 
maintainable 
at public 
expense

A highway which by virtue of the 
Highways Act 1980 or any other 
enactment is to be maintained by the 
public expense

At common law every highway 
was prima facie maintainable 
by the inhabitants of the parish.  
The Highway Act 1835 
introduced a basic system of 
“adoption” of highways so that 
no highway dedicated after the 
coming into effect of the Act 
automatically became 
repairable at public expense.  
After 1835 it was possible for 
roads to be created which no 
one had the liability to repair.  
The underlying principle of 
repair by the inhabitants at 
large was removed by virtue of 
the Highways Act 1959.

Highways 
maintainable 
by individuals

Highways may be maintainable by 
individuals or corporate bodies by 
reason of statute, by prescription, by 
reason of tenure or by reason of 
inclosure.

Private Street Private Street means any street that 
is not a highway maintainable at 
public expense

A private street may still be a 
highway dedicated to the 
public.
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13.3 The Consultants – Curricula vitae

Mike Furness

B.Sc. Ecol Sci. (EDIN), M.I.P.R.O.W.

Mike Furness has been a professional rights of way specialist since 1989 and gained 

his membership of the Institute of Public Rights of Way Officers in 1992.  He has 

worked on a broad range of access issues in a number of roles, predominantly for 

Buckinghamshire County Council for which his work included the examination of 

Unclassified County Roads. 

More recently Mike was National Trails Officer for the Ridgeway and the Thames 

Path National Trails during which time he dealt extensively with vehicular highways.

He began his consultancy career in 2002 and has since built up a significant portfolio 

with clients ranging from national bodies such as English Nature, the Countryside 

Agency and the Countryside Council for Wales, to private individuals and parish 

councils.

Mike was elected to IPROW’s Council in 2003.

George Keeping
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